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Abstract
In this thesis, a computer tool for reliability analysis of electrical energy systems is
presented. The tool is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink/PLECS and incorporates the
concept of fault coverage, which is the probability that, given a fault has occurred, the
system remains operational within some acceptable performance requirements. The tool’s
computational engine automatically builds a Markov reliability model of the system under
analysis from a Simulink/PLECS description of the system augmented to include fault
behavior in passive components of the model. The transitions among the model’s Markov
states are governed by component failure rates (to be input) and by the fault coverage,
which is automatically calculated for each unique fault sequence. With the Markov
reliability model constructed and solved, the reliability of the system under analysis is
computed. Such a computer tool enables a thorough reliability analysis of a particular
design of an electrical system before it is implemented, allowing weak points in the system
design to be identiﬁed, which helps in redesigning the system for a more robust
implementation.
The system dynamics is described by a state-space model, where inputs are
unknown-but-bounded, which results in the states also being unknown-but-bounded. The
set that bounds all possible trajectories is called the reach set. In order to compute the
fault coverage for a particular Markov state, the ellipsoid bounding the reach set of the
system dynamics associated to the Markov state needs to be computed ﬁrst. Initial
conditions are ﬁrst selected and all possible maximum and minimum inputs combinations
are simulated. Once simulated, an ellipsoid is found that bounds all the trajectories of the
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simulations. From this bounding ellipsoid, initial conditions are selected on its surface, and
simulations are run again for all of the input combinations. Again, the ellipsoid bounding
the reach set is found, and this process repeats until the volume of this bounding ellipsoid
is no longer increasing. The result is the ellipsoid bounding the reach set of the continuous
dynamics associated with the Markov state. During each of the simulations, the
trajectories are tracked to ensure that they remain within predeﬁned performance
requirements. Trajectories that do not remain within the deﬁned performance
requirements are deemed as failed and are not used in computing the bounding ellipsoid.
Once all the simulations are completed and the ellipsoid bounding the reach set is found,
the coverage can be found by taking the number of simulations that fail, dividing it by the
total number of simulations run, and subtracting this quantity from one.
Using this method to compute the fault coverage, along with the Markov reliability
model construction, a tool is created using these ideas. A case study illustrating the
application of the tool to the reliability analysis of a dc distribution system network is
presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this introductory chapter, the motivation for creating a tool for reliability
analysis of electrical circuits is discussed. The literature on system reliability analysis
techniques and supporting tools is surveyed. Finally, the introductory chapter ends with a
description of the structure of the remainder of the thesis.
1.1 Problem Statement
According to the IEEE Standard Dictionary of Electrical and Electronics Terms,
reliability is deﬁned as the ability of an item to perform a required function under stated
conditions for a stated period of time [1]. A way to achieve a high level of reliability is
through fault-tolerance, which is the ability of the system to perform as intended despite
faults that may occur in the system.
Because reliability is an important criterion in engineering, there are many tools
created and in use today to assist in creating better and more robust designs. However,
many of these tools analyze the reliability of a system at the top, system level perspective
rather than the more speciﬁc, circuit level. Instead, the entire set of components of an
electrical circuit is grouped together and given one failure rate. Additionally, in their
reliability analysis, many of these tools omit the dynamic performance and behavior from
diﬀerent inputs into the system in the presence of faults.
In modeling reliability using Markov models, each Markov state corresponds to a
particular fault sequence. Because of this, each Markov state corresponds to a unique
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system dynamics, depending on the faults that change the system conﬁguration. Also, each
Markov state has its own operational status associated with it: either failed or operational.
In creating the Markov model, the transition rates between the Markov states are deﬁned.
For the static model, these transition rates correspond to the failure rate of the component
that leads to a particular fault sequence.
Markov reliability modeling is illustrated in the following example. A source and a
load are connected through two resistors in parallel as seen in Fig. 1.1. For this example,
the operational status of the system is deﬁned as a connection or path between the source
and the load. As seen in Fig. 1.2, the system starts at the nominal state where both R1
and R2 are functioning, as denoted by the ‘.’ If an open circuit fault occurs in resistor
R1, then the system transitions to the Markov state corresponding to a failed R1 and an
operational R2. This is the upper-middle state in Fig. 1.2. Notice that this state is still
operational because there is still a path between the source and the load. The transition to
this state is λ1, which is the failure rate of the resistor R1. Now, if the other resistor, R2,
also experiences an open circuit fault, the system transitions, with transition/failure rate
equal to λ2, to the next Markov state where both R1 and R2 are failed. This state is the
upper-right state of Fig. 1.2. This Markov state is considered failed because there is no
longer a path between the source and the load. Similar results occur when R2 fails ﬁrst,
followed by R1.
R2
V1
R1
load 1
Figure 1.1: Markov reliability modeling example circuit
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R1: 
R2: 
R1: X
R2: 
R1: 
R2: X
R1: X
R2: X
R1: X
R2: X
λ1
λ1
λ2
λ2
Operational
Operational
Operational
Failed
Failed
Figure 1.2: Markov reliability model
In reality, connectivity between the source and load is not enough to ensure
operation of the system. Operation actually depends on the properties of the components,
governed by the physics deﬁning those parts and also by the present states of the system.
Thus, the Markov reliability model of Fig. 1.2 is augmented, and a new parameter cj,
called the fault coverage, is introduced. Fault coverage can be loosely deﬁned as the
probability that the system remains in operation despite a fault occurrence. The new
Markov reliability model is seen in Fig. 1.3. Notice that in the new Markov states added,
there are now states where if only R1 or R2 incurs a fault, the system as a whole is failed.
To illustrate fault coverage, consider again the circuit in Fig. 1.1. Let R1 and R2
both have current ratings of 10 A each; the total current rating for the system is 20 A. If
an open circuit fault occurs in R1, the current rating for the entire system is now 10 A.
Accordingly, if the current through the circuit to the load is less than 10 A, the circuit
survives and remains operational despite the fault occurring. This corresponds to the
upper-middle state of Fig. 1.3. In contrast, if the current to the load is greater than 10 A,
then the system will fail because the load is unable to receive this amount of current due to
current limit ratings on R1. In Fig. 1.3, this Markov state corresponds to the state below
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R1: 
R2: 
R1: X
R2: 
R1: 
R2: X
R1: X
R2: X
R1: X
R2: X
c1 λ1
λ1
λ2
c2 λ2
(1-c1) λ1
R1: X
R2: 
R1: 
R2: X
(1-c2) λ2
Operational
Operational
Operational
Failed
Failed
Failed
Failed
Figure 1.3: Markov reliability model with fault coverage
the upper-middle one. For this example, the fault coverage accounts for the probability
that the current is less than 10 A.
Fault coverage is deﬁned as the probability that, given a fault has occurred, the
system still delivers within some acceptable performance. Various methods have been
developed to compute fault coverage. Among them, a method using ellipsoids and also a
method using Monte Carlo simulations are discussed. Due to various strengths and
weaknesses in these two methods, an alternative method is developed and used in the
implementation of the tool.
Thus, the main goal of this thesis is to develop a MATLAB/Simulink/PLECS tool
to analyze reliability of electrical circuits using circuit simulation. Piece-wise Linear
Electrical Circuit Simulation (PLECS) is a tool developed by Plexim GmbH for simulating
electrical circuits in the MATLAB/Simulink environment and uses ideal switching in its
simulation of models [2]. Unlike other reliability tools, the framework of this tool consists
of fault injection methods and Markov reliability models that incorporate the idea of fault
coverage and also uses a newly developed method to compute it in the overall reliability
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analysis. Including the fault coverage in the analysis leads to an accurate computation of
the reliability of an electrical circuit.
1.2 Methods of Modeling Reliability
Reliability is a crucial characteristic of nearly any engineered system. As such, there
have been many methods devised to characterize reliability in order to assist engineers
with achieving reliability of their engineered product, or in preventative maintenance. In
this section, various methods to model reliability are brieﬂy presented. For a more in depth
discussion on any of the methods in the enusing section, refer to [3].
1.2.1 Failure Mode and Eﬀects Analysis (FMEA)
FMEA is a method of qualitatively analyzing the various failure modes possible in
all the components of a system and also their eﬀects on the individual component in which
the failure occurred, as well as the eﬀects on subsystems and on the system as a whole. In
carrying out FMEA analysis, worksheets are created in which failure modes at the various
components are entered as well as their eﬀects and consequences of the failures that occur.
These eﬀects are studied and analyzed to determine what steps are needed to either
alleviate the eﬀects if the failures were to occur, or to redesign parts of the system in order
to eliminate or reduce the magnitude of the eﬀects of the failure. Ranking each failure
mode proﬁled by priority in terms of which failure mode needs to be addressed ﬁrst
elevates the FMEA to the status of a failure mode, eﬀects, and criticality analysis
(FMECA). As FMEA and FMECA studies are essentially the same, either one is very
useful in design and product development or preventative maintenance planning.
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1.2.2 Fault Tree Analysis
Fault tree analysis is one of the most commonly used ways to measure reliability
today. This method consists of creating fault trees which show the relationship between all
the components of a system and how faults among these components interact and aﬀect
each other and ultimately cause (or do not cause) the top level system failure to occur.
Essentially, a fault tree is nothing more than an extensive logic diagram that can be
modeled using AND and OR gates, where lower level components may aﬀect one another
when a fault is present, causing a higher level to fail. This cascading eﬀect can ultimately
cause the highest, system level to fail. Each fault tree created for a system corresponds to
a particular failure mode for the system modeled. Accordingly, a system able to fail ﬁve
diﬀerent ways requires ﬁve fault trees, each modeling the ﬁve ways of failing.
In analyzing fault trees, cut sets are identiﬁed and their criticality can usually be
determined. Cut sets are the set of components where, if faults were to occur in each
member of the set, top level system failure will occur. Accordingly, smaller cut sets are
generally more critical than larger cut sets. For example, for two cut sets with sizes of one
and ﬁve components respectively, the cut set with one component is more critical than the
cut set with ﬁve components, as a fault occurring in this one component will trigger system
failure, whereas faults need to occur in all ﬁve components in the second cut set in order
for system failure to occur.
The fault tree analysis method may be qualitative or quantitative. The main
diﬀerence between the two for fault tree analysis is that the quantitative analysis attaches
a probability to the faults that occur in the components. With probabilities attached to
the lower level components, the probabilities of failure at each level can be computed, and
accordingly, a failure rate can be computed for the highest, system level failure that the
fault tree is measuring.
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1.2.3 Reliability Block Diagrams
The reliability block diagrams method consists of modeling all the interconnections
between components of a system in order for the system as a whole to maintain a speciﬁc
functionality. Reliability block diagrams are similar to quantitative fault tree analysis, but
unlike fault trees, where the logical connections show how the system failure can occur
based upon faults to the interior components, reliability block diagrams show the logical
connection of interior components needed to be functioning in order for the system as a
whole to perform a particular function. Accordingly, the reliability rates, or the likelihood
that the system is performing its intended function, for each component within the system
are assigned in the reliability block diagrams. From there, the reliability for the entire
system can be computed. Like in the fault tree analysis, cut sets are also a part of the
analysis when using reliability block diagrams, and accordingly, have the same meaning.
1.2.4 Markov Models
In the methods to model reliability described above, everything is modeled as two
states—functioning or failed—and generally, a reliability or failure rate is attached with
each state. However, in actual practice, components may have more than a simple
functioning or failed operating state, such as a component functioning with a degraded
performance.
For example, an incandescent light bulb may be functioning and shining brightly
when it receives 40 W and considered failed when it is receiving 0 W and oﬀ, due to a
power outage, for example. Accordingly, a failure rate can be attached to the light bulb
failing to function as intended. However, the light bulb can be functioning in another
operating state, such as if it receives only 5 W, in which case the light bulb will be lit, but
just barely. Would this be classiﬁed as a failure or as operational, so that the
corresponding rate can be attributed to it? The reliability modeling methods described
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above would be unable to classify this additional state; however, by using Markov models
to model reliability, this extra state is able to be included in the reliability assessment.
Additionally, using Markov models to model reliability can take into account repairs
to the system that may occur. For example, if there were 20 light bulbs in a room with 19
light bulbs receiving 40 W each while one light bulb received 5 W, the 5 W receiving light
bulb may be classiﬁed as failed, but the system as a whole may be considered functional,
as the room may still be lit. If the 5 W receiving light bulb is repaired and receives 40 W,
the methods described above would be unable to include this in the reliability assessment;
however, Markov models are able to.
Modeling reliability with Markov models essentially consists of representing every
operational and non-operational conﬁguration of the system due to faults in components of
a system, with states. In other words, each state corresponds to a particular fault sequence
to component(s) within the overall system. Transition rates to and from each state are the
failure rates and repair rates that occur in a component in order to reach or transition back
to a particular state. Additionally, each state modeled is deﬁned as either operational or
non-operational. This status corresponds to the status of the overall system as a whole. In
regards to the terms “operational” and “non-operational,” these terms refer to whether the
overall system is still functioning as intended at an acceptable performance level.
The size of the Markov model can increase signiﬁcantly with increased redundancy,
components, and/or modes of failures. Additionally, with inputs to the system, there is a
need to expand the size of the Markov model to include all possible inputs into the system,
which can lead to an even larger Markov model. This is one potential issue in using
Markov models for reliability analysis. More information on modeling reliability using
Markov models is found in Chapter 2.
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1.3 Survey of Reliability Analysis Tools
As reliability is an important quality in anything engineered, there have been many
tools developed to assist engineers in creating reliably engineered designs. Most of the
tools developed and surveyed focus on reliability analysis at the highest, system level
rather than a lower, more speciﬁc level.
1.3.1 FSAP/NuSMV-SA
Formal Safety Analysis Platform / new Symbolic Model Veriﬁer - Safety Analysis
(FSAP/NuSMV-SA) is a reliability tool used to verify the design and safety of a system
[4], [5]. The NuSMV-SA portion of the software is based on the NuSMV2 model checking
framework while the FSAP portion is the front-end graphical user interface that integrates
the model construction and navigation with the NuSMV-SA computing algorithms. To
verify the reliability of a system using FSAP/NuSMV-SA, the user creates a signal model
view of the system to be analyzed and then deﬁnes the diﬀerent failure types that could
occur throughout the system. During the analysis, FSAP/NuSMV-SA automatically
injects faults in the system and the NuSMV-SA engine performs the model checking
algorithms using fault trees and failure ordering analysis to determine the overall system
impact from the faults that were injected. Fundamentally, FSAP/NuSMV-SA is a
sophisticated fault tree analysis program that does not include probabilistic assessments of
faults or the dynamics and inputs of the system to be analyzed.
1.3.2 Mo¨bius
Mo¨bius is a tool that was originally developed to model the reliability and
performance of computer and network systems by the Performability Engineering Research
Group at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [6], [7]. The real strength of the
Mo¨bius software is that its engine for reliability analysis can be based on whatever
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framework(s) the user chooses. The user is able to calculate the reliability of a system
using one or a combination of choice(s) such as stochastic Petri nets, fault trees, Markov
models, combinatorial block diagrams, etc., which determines whether the performance
and reliability results are found analytically or from simulations. As the user is able to
choose what framework on which to base the reliability analysis, Mo¨bius can use diﬀerent
methods to analyze a particular system based upon the strengths of the available reliability
analysis frameworks. For example, rather than running simulations testing the integrity of
a component with a very low failure rate, a fault tree may be used which will describe
what happens to the system if that speciﬁc component fails. In a sense, this would inject
the fault into the static system and describe the outcome. A drawback to this is the loss of
knowledge that comes from the simulations using dynamic models of the system.
1.3.3 TEAMS
Testability Engineering And Maintenance System (TEAMS) is a reliability tool
characterized by its ability to test the impact(s) of fault(s) on the overall system and also
its subsystems [8]. Essentially, the reliability is analyzed by TEAMS using a sophisticated
and detailed fault tree framework. The user uses TEAMS to create a signal model of an
actual system with the level of detail of the types of faults and of the model up to the
discretion of the user. When creating the models, built-in tests are added to the
subsystems of the overall system that analyze the “functioning” output of the system when
inputted by nominal conditions. Doing this, TEAMS is able to trace the output signal that
results from a failure and can determine whether the system as a whole will fail. The
models created, however, are not fully dynamic; rather, they are static models used when
running the reliability analysis.
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1.3.4 FIAT
Fault-Injection-based Automated Testing Environment (FIAT) is an older
fault-injection reliability tool used mainly for software validation [9]. In FIAT, various
fault patterns are injected into software code to simulate software “bugs” occurring in the
system or to simulate errors from the hardware used to run the software. Once the fault is
injected, the tool ﬁnds the part(s) of code vulnerable to the fault injected and notes it so
that the user can take action in implementing preventative measures against these patterns
of faults. FIAT carries out its functionality by ﬁrst proﬁling the software with no faults
present. After faults are injected, the system is proﬁled and compared with the fault-free
data. From there, FIAT is able to determine the diﬀerences and vulnerable portions of the
code from the faults injected. Additional functionality from this program includes the
ability to provide detailed fault information. The faults injected have many properties
including duration, when or how they are injected, and interactions between multiple faults
and how they aﬀect the software. Accordingly, these are characteristics of the faults that
the user is able to deﬁne and modify.
1.3.5 Other Commercial Products
As reliability is crucial in a well-engineered design, there are many commercial
reliability tools on the market. The fact that there are entire companies dedicated to
providing consulting services for reliability assessment demonstrates the importance of
reliable design.
CARE
Computer Aided Reliability Engineering (CARE) is a tool created by a reliability
consulting company called BQR Reliability Engineering LTD [10]. This service consists of
using CARE to compute the reliability of designs using a variety of methods including
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Markov models, fault trees, FMEA, and reliability block diagrams for electronic or
mechanical systems. Pertaining to the electronic system portion of its capabilities, this tool
focuses more on the modeling of failures from a higher, system level, i.e., the physical
stresses of the environment such as temperature and material (e.g., PCB board).
Reliability Workbench
Isograph is a company that provides reliability analysis software for many markets
including the electronics and power generation industries. Its prized product is a suite of
tools called Reliability Workbench. Like CARE, this tool computes reliability using
FMEA, fault trees analysis, event tree analysis, reliability block diagrams or Markov model
analysis methods [11]. Fundamentally, the user enters all information about the design
being modeled and the program outputs the reliability method solution.
CAME
The Computer-Aided Markov Evaluator (CAME) is a tool developed by the Charles
Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc., that analyzes the reliability of a system using Markov
reliability models with the goal of aiding the design of fault-tolerant systems [12].
Fundamentally, reliability analysis using CAME is closer to the deﬁnition of Markov
reliability modeling than any tool surveyed. Because this is an older tool, nearly 20 years
old, one of the necessities is to reduce the size of the Markov model in order for systems to
be computationally tractable since the computing hardware available then was very
primitive. Accordingly, CAME has a variety of algorithms, such as truncating levels and
aggregating states, which it uses in order to reduce the size of the Markov model.
Employing these techniques allows analysis of large systems with minimal loss in the
computation accuracy of reliability.
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1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis presents a tool used for analyzing the reliability of electrical circuits
using fault injection and Markov model methods along with the idea of fault coverage. The
thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2
The mathematical formulation of the ideas behind the tool is discussed. The
chapter starts with a discussion of modeling reliability using Markov models and fault
injection methods. The idea of fault coverage and various ways of computing it are
presented. Lastly, the fault coverage method developed and implemented in the tool
created will be presented.
Chapter 3
This chapter presents the electrical circuits reliability tool formulated from the
methodology in Chapter 2. The basic functionality along with descriptions of the inputs
and outputs from the tool will be discussed. After reading this chapter, the reader should
have a suﬃcient understanding of the tool and be able to use it without problems.
Chapter 4
Case studies from the use of the tool demonstrating its functionality and
applications will be presented in Chapter 4. Among them, a case study of a simple RLC
circuit is ﬁrst discussed in order to demonstrate the tool, followed by a reliability analysis
of a dc distributed system of power converters.
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Chapter 5
The thesis concludes with a summary and enumeration of the main points to take
away. Final remarks and suggestions for future work will also be given.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Formulation
This chapter presents the mathematical formulations for the concepts used and
developed in the reliability tool. Deﬁnitions of the system conﬁguration and what it really
means for the system to be operational are ﬁrst discussed. Modeling reliability using
Markov models and fault injection methods is discussed next. These are ultimately
components of the fundamental framework on which the tool was developed. The chapter
continues with discussion of the concept of fault coverage and methods to compute it.
These methods include a method using ellipsoids and also one using Monte Carlo
simulations. The last part of this chapter will cover the speciﬁc steps the tool takes in its
computation of reliability, as it uses ideas from both the ellipsoid and Monte Carlo method
in computing coverage and reliability.
2.1 Assumptions and Deﬁnitions
2.1.1 System Deﬁnition
In deﬁning a model to capture the dynamic behavior of a system, the general
representation
x˙ = fj(x,w),
x(0) = x0,
w(t) ∈ Bu = {w : |w| ≤ wmax}, (2.1)
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is used where x(t) ∈ Rn represents the states of the system and w(t) ∈ Rm is the input to
the system. In (2.1), the variable w corresponds to unknown-but-bounded inputs into the
system conﬁguration, fj(x,w). The subscript, j, refers to the many diﬀerent system
conﬁgurations due to the system being diﬀerent in the presence of various faults and fault
sequences. When j equals 0, the system is in the nominal conﬁguration with no faults.
When a fault occurs, the system changes and its conﬁguration is no longer that of the
nominal, non-faulted conﬁguration; hence, each system conﬁguration can be deﬁned from
fj(x,w) with a unique subscript j.
2.1.2 Operational Deﬁnition
In order to determine whether the system is operational, the mere term
“operational” needs to be deﬁned. The “operational” status can be deﬁned as a system
functioning as desired within certain performance requirements. Accordingly, the system is
said to be operational provided that the trajectories of the state-variables x remain within
a polytope,
Φ = {x : |π′i x| ≤ 1 ∀ i = 1, 2, ..., p}, πi ∈ Rn, (2.2)
which is called the performance polytope. As long as the trajectories of the system remain
within this polytope for the entire time, then the system is considered operational.
2.2 Markov Reliability Modeling
In building reliability models using Markov models, each state of the Markov chain
corresponds to a particular fault sequence with the transitions between states equal to the
failure rate of a particular component for that fault sequence multiplied by the fault
coverage. Additionally, each state of the Markov chain represents whether the overall
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system is failed or operating (within acceptable deﬁned bounds).
Accordingly, the nominal state corresponds to the condition of no faults. This
nominal state has the system conﬁguration x˙ = f0(x,w), as seen in Fig. 2.1. When a fault
occurs, the system transitions to a new Markov state and the system dynamics is deﬁned
by x˙ = f1(x,w) as seen in Fig. 2.1. The transition rate from the nominal state to this
current state is equivalent to the failure rate of the type of fault occurring at the
component where the fault occurred multiplied by the fault coverage associated with this
fault occurring at the present Markov state. The operational status of this Markov state is
determined and associated with this state. For each single fault, the system will transition
from the nominal Markov state to a new Markov state. Once the ﬁrst level of Markov
states is created, a second level can be built by adding a new fault to the system at each
Markov state. This process continues until all possible fault sequence combinations have
been injected and the corresponding Markov state built. As each Markov state corresponds
to a particular fault sequence, each Markov state corresponds to a unique system dynamics
description, x˙ = fj(x,w).
Figure 2.1 shows that the transition rates between two Markov states are equal to
the failure rate of the component causing the transition multiplied by the fault coverage cj.
The fault coverage is the probability that, given a fault has occurred, the system still
performs acceptably. It accounts for the fact that the system dynamics can be driven by
diﬀerent inputs, which aﬀects whether the system is operational or non-operational despite
experiencing the same fault sequence. Accordingly, there is a transition from a Markov
state to two Markov states that share the same system conﬁguration from one fault
sequence: one of these states is operational and the other is non-operational. These
correspond to a transition rate of cjλj and (1− cj)λj respectively, as seen in Fig. 2.1. More
information on the fault coverage is presented in Section 2.3.
With the failure rates, fault coverage, and operational status information compiled
for all states, the state transition matrix Λ ∈Mkxk is built where the entry in the i-th row
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Figure 2.1: General Markov reliability model with fault coverage
and j-th column of Λ is the transition rate from state j to state i, and also the sums of the
entries in each column of Λ are zero. Using Λ, the probabilities that the system resides at a
particular state are computed by solving the diﬀerential equation,
dP
dt
= ΛP,
P0(0) = 1;P1(0), P2(0), . . . , Pk(0) = 0,
P = [P0 P1 . . . Pk]
′, (2.3)
where P ∈ Rk and its entries Pk is the probability that the system is at state k. Once the
probabilities are computed by solving (2.3), the reliability is found by summing the
probabilities that the system is in the operational states.
The reader is referred to [3] for a more in-depth discussion of Markov processes and
the development of Markov models in general, as this section focuses solely on Markov
reliability models.
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2.3 Fault Coverage
Fault coverage is the probability that, given a fault has occurred, the system will
remain operational and within acceptable performance requirements [13]. Mathematically,
the fault coverage is formulated as
c(t) = Pr{X(T ) ∈ Θˆ(T )| T < t}, (2.4)
where X(T ) is a random variable representing the state variables at the time of fault, τ is
the time of the realization of the fault, and Θˆ(T ) is the largest set contained in R(τ) ∩ Φ
such that if x(t = τ) ∈ Θˆ(τ), then x(t) ∈ Φˆ ∀ t > τ > 0. In words, if the state variables are
in a set Θˆ(T ) when the fault occurs, the state variables will remain inside the performance
polytope for the duration of time after the fault and will thus be operational.
The fault coverage, once computed, is multiplied by the transition rate between
states of a Markov model, which is the failure rate of a component in a particular fault
sequence. The end result is a transition rate that is scaled by the fault coverage accounting
for the dynamic behavior of the system driven by diﬀerent inputs into the system for that
fault sequence. The probabilities of the system being in a particular state heavily depend
on the fault coverage. A few methods will be investigated for use in the tool to be
developed. The ﬁrst method computes coverage using an analytical method, while the
second method uses Monte Carlo simulations. The last method discussed is a hybrid
method. This last method is the one implemented in the tool.
2.4 Using Ellipsoids to Compute Coverage
The fault coverage can be computed strictly using ellipsoids using the method
devised in [14], [15]. The following section is a brief overview of [14] where an analytical
method to compute fault coverage in linear-time-invariant (LTI) systems is provided.
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Similar ideas are discussed in [15] for nonlinear systems using input-to-state stability
notions. Refer to this work for an even more in depth discussion of using ellipsoids to
determine the fault coverage.
2.4.1 Pre-Fault (Fault-Free) System Dynamics
The dynamics of an LTI fault-free system can be represented by a set of diﬀerential
equations described by
dx(t)
dt
= Ax(t) + Bw(t),
x(0) ∈ Ωo = {x : x′Ψ−10 x ≤ 1},
w(t) ∈ Ωw = {w : w′Q−1w ≤ 1}, (2.5)
where A ∈Mnxn and B ∈Mnxm are constant matrices representing the system
characteristics, x(t) ∈ Rn represents the states of the system (e.g. the inductor currents or
capacitor voltages of an RLC circuit), w(t) ∈ Rm is the input to the system (e.g. the load
current or input voltage of an RLC circuit), and Ψ0 ∈Mnxn and Q ∈Mnxm are positive
deﬁnite matrices. Since the initial condition x(0) and the input w(t) are assumed to be
unknown-but-bounded, the matrices Ψ0 and Q are the matrices deﬁning the ellipsoids that
bound the respective variables.
The ellipsoid bounding the reach set of the system in (2.5) is deﬁned as
Ω(t) = {x : x′Ψ(t)−1x ≤ 1}, (2.6)
and is found by solving the ellipsoidal diﬀerential equation,
dΨ(t)
dt
= AΨ(t) + Ψ(t)A′ + β(t)Ψ(t) + 1
β
BQB′,
Ψ(t = 0) = Ψ0, (2.7)
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where Ψ ∈Mnxn is positive deﬁnite and β(t) > 0 as derived in [16]. The value of β(t)
chosen determines how tight the ellipsoidal bound of the reach set is, where the term
“tight” refers to the constraint in which it is desired to minimize the bounding ellipsoid at
a particular moment in time. For example, the “tight” criteria may be desired as the
minimum sum of the squared semi-axes or even as the minimum content of the bounding
ellipsoid.
2.4.2 Post-Fault System Dynamics
When a fault occurs in the system, the system dynamics change and the resulting
post-fault system dynamics is denoted with “ ˆ ” in the following form:
dx(tˆ)
dtˆ
= Aˆx(tˆ) + Bˆw(tˆ),
x(tˆ = 0) = x(t = τ) ∈ R(τ),
w(tˆ) ∈ Ωw = {w : w′Q−1w ≤ 1}, (2.8)
where Aˆ ∈Mnxn and Bˆ ∈Mnxm are constant matrices representing the post-fault system
characteristics. The initial condition for the post-fault system dynamics is the ﬁnal state of
the pre-fault system dynamics, which is the state of the system when the fault occurred.
The input for the post-fault system is still the same bounded input as that for the pre-fault
system. Thus, when a fault occurs, the pre-fault inputs and present state at the time of the
fault are used with the new post-fault system dynamics in order to calculate the behavior
of the system with the fault.
2.4.3 Performance Requirement
The performance requirement of the system is deﬁned by the performance polytope
Φ = {x : |π′i x| ≤ 1 ∀ i = 1, 2, ..., p}, (2.9)
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where πi ∈ Rn. In order for the system to be classiﬁed as operational (or non-failing), the
state variable trajectories must remain within Φ at all times. For example, for a two-state
dynamic system, if the ﬁrst state x1 and second state x2 have a desired performance
criterion bounded by [−0.5, 0.5] and [−4.0, 4.0] respectively, then π′1 =
[
2 0
]
,
π′2 =
[
−2 0
]
, π′3 =
[
0 0.25
]
, and π′4 =
[
0 −0.25
]
.
When a fault occurs, the performance requirements of a system may be relaxed to
account for degraded operation of the system, which may increase or decrease the size of
the post-fault performance polytope Φˆ compared to Φ. Regardless, the post-fault state
variables must remain within the post-fault performance polytope as deﬁned by
Φˆ = {x : |πˆ′i x| ≤ 1 ∀ i = 1, 2, ..., p}, (2.10)
where πˆi ∈ Rn for all time in order for the system to be considered as operational. When
this holds true, the system is said to have survived the fault.
2.4.4 Computing Fault Coverage
As the non-fail or fail characteristic of the state requires that the post-fault
trajectory remain within Φˆ at all time, then it is possible to deﬁne a region contained in Φˆ
such that if the state variables are in that region at the time of fault occurrence, the
trajectories will remain in Φˆ at all times. This region is deﬁned as the ellipsoid
Eˆ = {x : x′Υˆ−1x ≤ 1} where Υˆ ∈Mnxn is positive deﬁnite, and the fault coverage is deﬁned
as the probability that the state is within that ellipsoid at the time the fault occurs:
c =
∫
Eˆ
fX|T (x|tss)dx. (2.11)
For the tool developed, the assumption is made that the fault occurs uniformly over the
pre-fault reach set state space, so the only additional computation needed to ﬁnd the
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coverage is ﬁnding Eˆ .
Finding Eˆ requires a few steps. First, the steady-state reach set bounding ellipsoid
E = {x : x′Υ−1x ≤ 1}, where Υ ∈Mnxn is positive deﬁnite, of (2.6) for the pre-fault
dynamics (2.5) is computed. Then, using the ellipsoid E as the initial condition of the
post-fault system dynamics of (2.8), the smallest invariant ellipsoid
Pˆ = {x : x′Γˆ(t)−1x ≤ 1}, where Γˆ ∈Mnxn is positive deﬁnite, contained in Φˆ is computed
by solving the equation
dΓˆ
dt
= AˆΓˆ + ΓˆAˆ′ + αˆΓˆ +
1
αˆ
BˆQBˆ′ = 0, (2.12)
and choosing
αˆ =
√
trace(Γˆ−1BˆQBˆ′)
n
, (2.13)
where n is the dimension of Aˆ, to constrain the tightness of the bounding ellipsoid. In
(2.12), dΓˆ
dt
equates to zero indicating that the ellipsoid Pˆ is not changing and, thus, is at
steady state. Further, the value for αˆ in (2.13) minimizes the content of the bounding
ellipsoid. If Pˆ is not contained in Φˆ, then the coverage is zero. From computing Pˆ , the
value for αˆ was found and is now used in computing the largest invariant ellipsoid
χˆ = {x : x′Ξˆ−1x ≤ 1}, where Ξˆ ∈Mnxn is positive deﬁnite, contained in Φˆ by solving the
convex optimization problem,
maximize det Ξˆ
subject to πˆ′i Ξˆ πˆi ≤ 1, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., p
AˆΞˆ + ΞˆAˆ′ + αˆΞˆ + 1
αˆ
BˆQBˆ′ ≤ 0. (2.14)
The ﬁrst optimization condition of (2.14) results from requiring the ellipsoid χˆ to remain
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within the post-fault performance requirement polytope Φˆ while the second condition
stems from the invariance characteristic requiring all trajectories of (2.8) starting in χˆ to
remain in χˆ.
Next, Eˆ is found by computing the largest invariant ellipsoid in the intersection of E
and χˆ. This ellipsoid can be found by solving another convex optimization problem,
maximize det Υˆ
subject to Υˆ−Υ ≤ 0,
Υˆ− Ξˆ ≤ 0. (2.15)
The ﬁrst and second conditions of (2.15) require that the computed ellipsoid Eˆ be
contained in E and χˆ, respectively. Now that Eˆ is computed, the coverage can be found.
Since the assumption is that the fault occurs uniformly over the pre-fault reach set, the
coverage is simply the ratio between the content of Eˆ and E and is computed by
c =
√
det(Υˆ)
det(Υ)
. (2.16)
2.4.5 Ellipsoid Method Case Study Example
Computing Coverage Using Ellipsoids
A case study of a simple RLC circuit was carried out. Though the RLC circuit
analyzed is very simple, the goal is to compute the coverage using ellipsoids for simple
circuits and also verify the results before analyzing more complex systems. The RLC
circuit analyzed consists of two parallel resistors in series with an inductor, which is also in
series with a parallel connection of a load and a capacitor as seen in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: RLC circuit to be analyzed using ellipsoids
The state space representation of this circuit can be written as
⎡⎢⎣ ˙iL
V˙c
⎤⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎣ −RL/L −1/L
1/C 0
⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ iL
Vc
⎤⎥⎦
+
⎡⎢⎣ 1/L 0
0 −1/C
⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ Vin
Iload
⎤⎥⎦ , (2.17)
where R1 = R2 = 3 Ω, L = 0.5 H, and C = 0.1 F, and where the inputs Vin and Iload are
bounded between [−0.25, 0.25]V and [−0.125, 0.125]A respectively, and the A, B, and Q
matrices for this [pre-fault] system are
A =
⎡⎢⎣ −3 −2
10 0
⎤⎥⎦ , B =
⎡⎢⎣ 2 0
0 −10
⎤⎥⎦ ,
Q =
⎡⎢⎣ 0.252 0
0 0.1252
⎤⎥⎦ . (2.18)
Starting with initial conditions of x(0) =
[
0 0
]′
and pre-fault performance polytope of
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Φ = [−0.44, 0.44] x [−1.0, 1.0] on the iL and Vc axes respectively, the steady-state ellipsoid
bounding the reach set E is computed.
A fault occurs in one of the resistors and consequently it is open-circuited. The new
system dynamics for the post-fault RLC circuit is
Aˆ =
⎡⎢⎣ −6 −2
10 0
⎤⎥⎦ , Bˆ =
⎡⎢⎣ 2 0
0 −10
⎤⎥⎦ ,
Q =
⎡⎢⎣ 0.252 0
0 0.1252
⎤⎥⎦ . (2.19)
Additionally, the post-fault performance polytope of Φˆ = [−0.22, 0.22] x [−1.0, 1.0] on the
iL and Vc axes respectively is imposed onto the system. The values for Φˆ result, as resistors
R1 and R2 each allow a maximum current magnitude of 0.22 A. Since a fault occurs in one
of the resistors and is thus open-circuited, the maximum current iL allowed must be
contained in the interval [−0.22, 0.22].
With the initial condition to the post-fault system dynamics as the state variables
of the pre-faulted system dynamics at the time of fault, the smallest invariant ellipsoid Pˆ is
computed producing a result for αˆ which is used in computing the largest invariant
ellipsoid χˆ contained in Φˆ. From there, the largest ellipsoid Eˆ contained in the intersection
of E and χˆ is found and the coverage is able to be computed. The coverage computed for
this circuit is 0.3313. The various ellipsoids are plotted and seen in Fig. 2.3.
2.5 Monte Carlo Methods to Compute Coverage
To verify the accuracy of using ellipsoids to bound the input and state space and
also for computing the coverage, Monte Carlo simulations were carried out. Using Monte
Carlo methods, the actual coverage is computed and compared with that found using
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Figure 2.3: Tool developed showing coverage results using ellipsoids
ellipsoids as described in Section 2.4.
2.5.1 Verifying E
In order to verify the accuracy of using ellipsoids to bound the input and state
space, E is ﬁrst veriﬁed. Accordingly, the RLC circuit in Fig. 2.2 was simulated many
times and the trajectories found and compared to the steady-state pre-fault bounding
ellipsoid E . Here, “accuracy” refers to how well the ellipsoid E actually encompasses the
actual pre-fault system state space for an unknown-but-bounded input where the bound is
deﬁned by an ellipsoid. Each simulation consisted of computing the trajectory of the
pre-fault system using many diﬀerent random inputs (within bounds) for a random amount
of time. Each trajectory also used an initial condition chosen randomly inside E . Many
simulations were run and the trajectories were all plotted on a single plot along with the E
as seen in Fig. 2.4. This plot shows the trajectories of pre-fault system dynamics of the
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RLC circuit tested using Monte Carlo methods with 1000 simulations and 100 random
input jumps per simulation for a random durations of time.
Examining this plot qualitatively, it is clear that E is a suﬃcient overestimate
bounding the possible reach set of the pre-fault dynamics.
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Figure 2.4: Monte Carlo simulation trajectories of pre-fault system dynamics and pre-fault
bounding ellipsoid E
2.5.2 Accuracy of Coverage
The accuracy of the coverage found using ellipsoids is determined by comparing the
actual coverage found using Monte Carlo simulations. When ﬁnding the coverage of a
system for a particular fault, the goal is to determine the probability that the trajectory of
the state variables is contained in a region within the performance polytope Φˆ for all time
after the fault occurs. To verify the accuracy of the coverage through Monte Carlo
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methods, simulations of the trajectories are run using the post-fault system dynamics,
where the initial conditions are chosen randomly from the steady-state pre-fault bounding
ellipsoid E . This represents the system at that particular state when the fault occurs;
hence, this state becomes the initial condition to the post-fault system dynamics
simulations. For each simulation, the random initial condition is used and the trajectory is
computed using many diﬀerent random inputs (within bounds) for random durations of
time, just like the method used in verifying E . If the trajectory of the post-fault state
variables exits the performance polytope Φˆ at any time (including the time of the fault
occurring), the system is deemed as non-operational (or failed). Summing the total number
of times the post-fault state trajectories exit the performance polytope and dividing by the
number of simulations yield a calculation of the actual coverage. The Monte Carlo
simulation results are seen in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Monte Carlo simulation results of post-fault system
Max. # # Times
Trial Simulations Input Exited Coverage
Jumps Φˆ
1 1000 100 305 0.695
2 1000 100 302 0.698
3 1000 100 300 0.700
4 1000 100 283 0.717
5 1000 100 303 0.697
6 10000 10 2885 0.7115
7 10000 10 2911 0.7089
8 10000 10 2964 0.7036
9 10000 10 2964 0.7036
10 10000 10 2775 0.7225
Avg - - - 0.7057
As the Monte Carlo simulation results are seen in Table 2.1, the plot of one of the
Monte Carlo simulations is seen in Fig. 2.5 along with the accompanying key of colors in
Table 2.2. This plot is the result of 10, 000 Monte Carlo simulations with each simulation
starting at random initial states within the ellipsoid E and using 100 random inputs
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(within bounds) for random durations of time.
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Figure 2.5: Trajectories of post-fault system dynamics of the RLC circuit in Fig. 2.2
Table 2.2: Plot key for Fig. 2.5
Color Description
Blue Pre-fault steady-state bounding ellipsoid
Smallest invariant ellipsoid Pˆ of post-fault dynamics
Green −−
contained in Φˆ
Trajectory of post-fault dynamic system that exits Φˆ at any
Pink
time
Red Trajectory of post-fault dynamic system that stays within Φˆ
Yellow Performance polytope Φˆ
Table 2.1 shows that using 1000 simulations and a maximum of 100 input jumps
yield very similar results to those obtained from 10000 simulations and a maximum of 10
input jumps, so the analysis will consider them together. Running ten diﬀerent trials yields
an average of 0.7057 for the actual coverage. The percent diﬀerence between the actual
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coverage and the estimated coverage of 0.3313 using ellipsoids is a 53.02175%
underestimate. An underestimate is to be expected from using ellipsoids in the calculations,
as approximating the state space and coverage using ellipsoids gives a conservative result.
However, the error found was quite signiﬁcant despite being only a two-state system. For a
system with an even higher number of states, an even greater error is to be expected, as
the multi-dimension ellipsoid bounding the states will be an even greater overestimate of
the reach set and, accordingly, the coverage estimate will be even more conservative.
2.6 Computing Ellipsoids Using Hybrid Method
In implementing the algorithm to compute the fault coverage for the tool, the
methods described in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 were considered. Some factors considered were
on the practicality, implementation, and run-time of the algorithm when implemented in
the tool.
The tool created requires software to build the electrical circuit models. An
advantage of using this software to build the circuit is that it allows the actual simulation
of the electrical circuit. Accordingly, using the software to only extract the state space of
the model for use in ellipsoidal mathematics to compute the coverage would be a waste of
the software’s power to perform the actual simulations of the electrical circuit models.
Further, the ellipsoidal method is applicable only to linear systems. Ultimately, the
ellipsoidal method to compute the fault coverage was not selected.
A Monte Carlo method of computing the fault coverage was considered as well.
This method is similar to the method described in Section 2.5, except that rather than
sampling the initial conditions from a bounding ellipsoid, the initial conditions are sampled
from a bounding polytope. However, employing this method presents runtime challenges,
as completing many Monte Carlo simulations of the electrical circuit for each Markov state
takes far too long, even for small models. Large models are thus unscalable.
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Since each method discussed has its shortcomings, a new method based is explored
and ultimately implemented. In developing a new method to compute the fault coverage, it
is desired to improve the runtime compared to Monte Carlo methods and also make use of
the PLECS software so that the tool will also work for non-linear systems. This method is
based on both the Monte Carlo and the ellipsoidal methods. Rather than using polytopes
to bound the state space, ellipsoids are used. Also, rather than performing thousands of
Monte Carlo simulations at each Markov state, far fewer simulations are performed for
selected inputs.
Motivating Example
Instead of using polytopes to bound the state space reach set of a system, ellipsoids
are used, as ellipsoids provide a tighter bound of the reach set than a polytope. To see this,
a simple example was used. Using the circuit of Fig. 2.2, the state space representation of
the circuit can be written as (2.17), where R1 = R2 = 3 Ω, L = 0.5 H, and C = 0.1 F, and
where the inputs Vin and Iload are bounded between [5, 7]V and [2, 4]A respectively. The
A, B, and Q matrices for this system are
A =
⎡⎢⎣ −3 −2
10 0
⎤⎥⎦ , B =
⎡⎢⎣ 2 0
0 −10
⎤⎥⎦ ,
Q =
⎡⎢⎣ (√2)2 0
0 (
√
2)2
⎤⎥⎦ . (2.20)
With the initial conditions at the origin, the system is evolved over time for the four
maximum/minimum input combinations. These trajectories are bounded using an ellipsoid
˜ and a polytope P˜ as seen in Fig. 2.6. Comparing the two, it is clear that P˜ is a gross
overestimate of the actual reach set while ˜ provides a tight bound for the reach set. As P˜
is 31.29% larger than ˜, the error will only increase and the coverage and reliability will be
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extremely conservative. Since the reach set of the present Markov state is sampled as the
initial condition for the next Markov state, the initial conditions chosen for the many
simulations will undoubtedly include those that are not part of the actual reach set of the
present Markov state. Namely, initial conditions will be chosen in the upper-right and
lower-left of the polytope in Fig. 2.6 which could not actually be realized in the present
Markov state. Thus, a tight bound is desired and ellipsoids are used to bound the reach set
rather than polytopes.
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Figure 2.6: Trajectories of simulations with ˜ and P˜
Rather than employing many Monte Carlo simulations with random inputs (chosen
within known bounds), simulations are performed with all possible maximum and
minimum input combinations for a chosen initial condition. For example, in a system with
two unknown-but-bounded inputs, such as the example above, the input space can be seen
in Fig. 2.7. The input combinations consist of the maximum of inputs w1 and w2, the
minimums of w1 and w2, and also the maximum / minimum combinations of w1 and w2, as
denoted by the “•” on the corners of the input space in Fig. 2.7. By using all possible
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combinations of the extremes of the bounded inputs for the simulations of a system, the
reach set can be determined and bounded by ellipsoids. This reduces the number of
simulations needed in order to paint a picture of the reach set. With this simple example,
it is clear that using ellipsoids to bound the reach set will lead to a more accurate
computation for coverage and thus, reliability, than using polytopes.
w
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w
2
Figure 2.7: Two-dimensional input space
2.6.1 Mathematical Formulation
In order to compute coverage using the mixture of the two methods described
earlier, simulations are run and the trajectories bounded by an ellipsoid. Initial conditions
are chosen on this bounding ellipsoid and the simulation is re-run. This process continues
until the bounding ellipsoid is no longer growing in size. While ﬁnding the bounding
ellipsoid, only simulations where its trajectory stays within the performance polytope are
considered and used in ﬁnding the bounding ellipsoid. Trajectories that exit the
performance polytope are considered failed and noted. At the end of the simulations for
the particular Markov state, the coverage can be found.
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Computing Bounding Ellipsoid Πi
To compute the coverage for a particular Markov state, the system is ﬁrst simulated
with initial conditions chosen within the reach set of the state it transitioned from.
Simulations are then carried out for each unique input combination. Since the inputs of
the system are assumed to be unknown-but-bounded, the input combinations chosen
consist of all possible maximum/minimum combinations of inputs. Each input combination
is run in a simulation at each initial condition point and the trajectories of all the
simulations are collected. Points are sampled on each trajectory and collected into a set
C = {x1, . . . , xm} ∈ Rn. The ellipsoid Πi = {v | ‖Ev + f‖2 ≤ 1}, where E ∈Mnxn is
positive deﬁnite, that bounds the points of the trajectories, or the reach set, is found by
ﬁrst noting that the determinate of E−1 is proportional to the content of the ellipsoid.
Accordingly, minimizing det E−1 minimizes the size of the ellipsoid Πi (in terms of
content). Thus, Πi is found by solving the convex optimization equation,
minimize log det E−1
subject to ‖Exi + f‖2 ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . ,m (2.21)
For more information on computing the bounding ellipsoid of minimum volume, the reader
is referred to [17], [18].
Once Πi is found, initial conditions are chosen from within Πi and simulated again
for all possible maximum/minimum input combinations. Points are taken from the
trajectories of the simulation and a new bounding ellipsoid Πi+1 is found. If the condition
|Πi+1 − Πi| <  is met, then Πi = Πi+1 and the bounding ellipsoid for the reach set of the
Markov state is found. When this condition is met, it indicates that the ellipsoid bounding
the reach set is no longer increasing in size, as the entire reach set is now bounded by Πi+1.
On the contrary, if the most recent bounding ellipsoid Πi+1 is still increasing in size, then
the ellipsoid found does not encompass the entire reach set and the process repeats until
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the condition is met.
Choosing Initial Conditions From Bounding Ellipsoid
When computing the bounding ellipsoid, Πi, iteratively until the ellipsoid is no
longer increasing in size, the system is simulated with initial conditions chosen within the
bounding ellipsoid of the reach set. Rather than choosing random points within Πi, points
are chosen on the surface of the ellipsoid as the initial conditions. This is done because
with the actual ellipsoid bounding the reach set, all trajectories that start within this
bounding ellipsoid will remain within the same ellipsoid for all time and for all possible
inputs, as this ellipsoid computed is invariant. Accordingly, the points on the surface of the
bounding ellipsoid have the greatest chance of exiting the current bounding ellipsoid and
are thus chosen in order to expedite the expanding of the size of the bounding ellipsoid
until no more iterations are needed.
In order to ﬁnd points on the surface of the ellipsoid, the support function of Πi is
used. The support function [16] is deﬁned as
s(η) = max{x′η, } ∀x ∈ Θ, η′η = 1, (2.22)
where Θ is a closed convex set. In the case of ellipsoids, the general formulation of the
support function for an ellipsoid Z = {v | ‖Av + B‖2 ≤ 1} is
s(η) =
√
η′A2η. (2.23)
Using (2.22) and (2.23), the support function for the bounding ellipsoid Πi is,
s(η) = max{x′η, } =
√
η′E2η ∀x ∈ Πi, η′η = 1. (2.24)
By picking a direction η, the point on the surface, x, can be computed and used as the
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initial condition for the simulations.
Performance Requirements
As brieﬂy touched upon earlier, trajectories that remain within the performance
polytope are included when computing the bounding ellipsoid, as these trajectories are
considered operational. Those simulations that exit the performance polytope at any time
are deemed as non-operational or failing. In order to deﬁne the performance requirements
of the system, the reach set of the nominal Markov state must ﬁrst be computed. Once
computed, the maximum and minimum values of each state are used as the bounds of the
performance requirements and take the form of (2.9). The performance requirements,
however, can be relaxed so that the bounds on each state are increased by a small
percentage, as is implemented in the tool. This performance polytope is used to evaluate
its operational status and also to compute coverage for the rest of the Markov states
during the analysis.
Computing Coverage
With the groundwork laid in the previous parts of this section, the fault coverage
can be computed. To compute the coverage for a particular Markov state, the total
number of simulations performed in computing the bounding ellipsoid, Πi, through
iteration is found. Additionally, the total number of simulation trajectories that are
considered as non-operational or failed, i.e. trajectories that exit the performance
polytope, while computing Πi through iteration, is also found. Using these two values, the
coverage is found as
c = 1− # Simulations Exited Φ
Total # Simulations
. (2.25)
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2.6.2 Algorithm For Computing Coverage
Combining all the ideas of 2.6.1, an algorithm to perform the reliability analysis
using the methodology described is developed for implementation in the tool and is
summarized in Algorithm 1 for the nominal Markov state and Algorithm 2 for all other
Markov states.
Algorithm 1 Computation of performance polytope and nominal reach set
start

x(0) = 
0
while simulating for all inputs with initial conditions 
x(0) do
C = {x1, . . . , xj} ∈ Rn, j = present simulation
end while
Compute bounding ellipsoid Πi+1
x(0) = x |max{x′η} =
√
η′E2η
repeat
Πi = Πi+1
while simulating for all inputs with initial conditions 
x(0) do
C = {x1, . . . , xj} ∈ Rn, j = present simulation
end while
Compute bounding ellipsoid Πi+1
x(0) = x |max{x′η} =
√
η′E2η
until |Πi+1 − Πi| < 
Create performance polytope Φ from nominal reach set
end
The Nominal Markov State
To perform the reliability analysis, the nominal Markov state is ﬁrst simulated, as
seen in Algorithm 1, with zero initial conditions for all possible maximum/minimum input
combinations. Points from each of the trajectories of the simulations run are saved and
used to create a bounding ellipsoid, Πi, of the reach set. Points are then picked from the
surface of Πi and used as the initial condition for the next simulations. Again, all possible
maximum/minimum input combinations are simulated at each of the points picked on the
surface of Πi. Using the trajectories from these simulations, an updated bounding ellipsoid,
Πi+1, is computed. This process repeats until the ﬁnal bounding ellipsoid Πi+1 is no longer
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increasing in content. Once this is found, the performance polytope is determined by
taking the maximum and minimum of each state in the trajectories simulated.
Figure 2.8 presents an example demonstrating Algorithm 1. Using the same circuit
as (2.20), the system is simulated starting at zero initial conditions. The bounding ellipsoid
Πi is computed and initial conditions are selected on the surface of this ellipsoid as seen by
the four ‘’ on Πi. The system is simulated again from these four points with all possible
inputs and the new bounding ellipsoid Πi+1 is computed. This process repeats until the
most recent bounding ellipsoid is no longer increasing in size.
Using ellipsoidal mathematics within the Ellipsoidal Toolbox [19] to compute the
actual reach set, the ﬁnal bounding ellipsoid Πi+1 computed is compared as seen in Fig.
2.9. Examining the plot qualitatively, it is clear that the ellipsoid found using the
methodology developed in this thesis is a very close bound to the actual reach set. This
shows that it is suﬃcient to use only the maximum/minimum input combinations in order
to compute the bounding ellipsoid of the reach set.
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Figure 2.8: Trajectories of simulations with bounding ellipsoids Πi+1
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Figure 2.9: Bounding ellipsoid Πi+1 compared with actual reach set
All Other Markov States
Once the performance polytope and the ellipsoid bounding the reach set of the
nominal Markov state, Πi(0−), is completed, faults are injected and new system dynamics
result. Using Πi(0−) as the ellipsoid bounding the initial conditions for the faulted system,
points are chosen on the surface and simulated for all possible maximum/minimum input
combinations. During the simulations, if the trajectory exits the performance polytope, Φ,
at any time, the system is deemed as failed and non-operational. Accordingly, this is
recorded. If however, the trajectory remains inside Φ for the duration of the simulation,
then points are sampled along its trajectory and used in computing the ellipsoid bounding
the reach set, Πi. Like the nominal case, points are then picked from the surface of Πi and
used as the initial condition for the next simulations. Again, all possible
maximum/minimum input combinations are simulated at each of the points picked on the
surface of Πi. Using the trajectories from these simulations that stayed inside Φ, an
updated bounding ellipsoid, Πi+1, is computed and the running counts of trajectories that
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exited Φ along with the total number of simulations are found. This process repeats until
the ﬁnal bounding ellipsoid Πi+1 is no longer increasing in content. Once this is found and
recorded, the coverage is computed.
Algorithm 2 Computation of coverage and reach set using hybrid method
start
Πi+1 = Πi(0−)
x(0) = x |max{x′η} = √η′E(0−)2η
repeat
Πi = Πi+1
while simulating for all inputs with initial conditions 
x(0) do
if trajectories exit Φ then
ExitCount = ExitCount + 1
TotalCount = TotalCount + 1
else
C = {x1, . . . , xj} ∈ Rn, j = present simulation
TotalCount = TotalCount + 1
end if
end while
Compute bounding ellipsoid Πi+1
x(0) = x |max{x′η} =
√
η′E2η
until |Πi+1 − Πi| < 
c = 1− ExitCount/TotalCount
end
2.6.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the methodology for computing the reliability of a system using
fault injection and Markov model methods along with the fault coverage is presented. A
new approach to compute the fault coverage using ellipsoidal and Monte Carlo inﬂuences
was developed. This approach provides an algorithm to compute the reach set of a system
during Markov model reliability analysis. While computing this ellipsoid bounding the
reach set, the fault coverage is computed simultaneously. This presents a more eﬃcient
way of computing the coverage compared to the Monte Carlo method. Additionally, this
new methodology uses ellipsoids but does not make use of the ellipsoidal mathematics.
This allows the use of the simulation of electrical circuits in the software used to create the
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models for analysis. This methodology allows reliability analysis of non-linear systems, as
ellipsoidal mathematics are allowed only for linear systems.
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Chapter 3
Electrical Circuits Reliability Tool
The Electrical Circuits Reliability Tool (ECRT) is developed to analyze the
reliability of electrical energy circuits. This tool allows the user to create a model of the
electrical circuit to be analyzed. The model is created using developed meta components,
which allows injection of faults in passive components, in Piece-wise Linear Electrical
Circuit Simulation (PLECS). Using fault injection methods to create Markov states, the
Markov model can be built and solved in order to determine the reliability of the system.
Further, the concept of coverage is used to determine a more accurate value for the failure
rate of a particular type of failure at a particular component. The entire methodology is
developed and presented in Chapter 2. This chapter will give an overview of the tool
created, including an explanation of the functionality and a guide to the use of this tool.
The MATLAB subroutines for the ECRT can be found in Appendix A.
3.1 Functionality
The ECRT computes the reliability of an electrical energy circuit. By analyzing the
results after the simulations are run, unreliable and weak points in the system can be
determined, which aids in the eﬀective design of the electrical circuit modeled.
A electrical circuit is ﬁrst created and modeled in PLECS using meta components
specially created and compiled in a library that allows faults to be injected there. Once the
model is created, the user inputs varous simulation and model parameters into the
graphical user interface. The tool is then started and the reliability of the model is
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analyzed. After the analysis is complete, the reliability is shown and the data and results
from the simulation are saved to an Excel spreadsheet as well as a .MAT ﬁle that is
accessible in MATLAB. Figure 3.1 displays the basic functionality of the ECRT.
Select meta components
from Library
Create model using meta components
Enter parameters View results
Figure 3.1: Tool functionality chart
3.2 Creating the Model
The model to be analyzed is created in the PLECS environment. In order for the
ECRT to be able to inject faults, special meta components were created and consolidated
into a meta library. These components must be used when building the electrical circuit to
be analyzed.
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3.2.1 Meta Library
The meta library contains the three meta components (meta resistor, meta
capacitor, and meta inductor), ideal passive components (resistor, capacitor, and inductor),
input sources (voltage and current sources), and input/output ports as seen at the top of
Fig. 3.2. Also included in this library are Simulink Constant blocks used to connect to the
input sources within PLECS. The parts in this library consist of commonly used parts
when building an electrical circuit to model.
Each of the three meta components allows three diﬀerent types of faults to be
injected: an open circuit, a short circuit, and a percent resistance/capacitance/inductance
drop, depending on the component. In order to inject a fault into the component and the
system, the ECRT gives an input into the meta component which switches the desired
fault into the system, as faults are represented in a switching model. Looking under the
mask of the meta resistor in Fig. 3.2, the variable failure mode gives an input to the three
types of faults that could occur in the meta resistor. If the logic received in the
corresponding fault logic g(u) matches that for the particular fault, then the corresponding
switches ﬂip so that the desired fault is realized at that component. The simulation is then
able to be carried out for the system when it experiences that fault.
3.2.2 Creating Circuit to be Analyzed
Using the components from the meta library, the electrical circuit to be modeled is
created. Meta components are to be used in order for the ECRT to inject faults at that
component. If a particular passive component is ideal, then the ideal passive component
should be used rather than the meta component when building the circuit.
When building the circuit, failure information must be entered into each component
for each type of failure. Namely, the failure rate for each type of failure and the percent
resistance/capacitance/inductance drop must be entered for every meta component. The
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Figure 3.2: Meta resistor model in library
dialog box to enter in these parameters can be seen in Fig. 3.2. If one of the three types of
faults is not desired in a particular component, simply a 0 should be inputted for the
failure rate of the corresponding fault.
At the present, the only input sources into the system are voltage and current
sources. In order to add these input sources into the circuit, they should ﬁrst be added in
the PLECS environment. Each of these sources must be connected to an in port, which
can be found in the meta library. Lastly, in the Simulink environment where the PLECS
Circuit block is contained, input ports are seen that correspond to the in ports from
PLECS. The corresponding Voltage or Current Constant block should be connected to the
input ports of the PLECS Circuit block while making sure the corresponding nominal
input values are entered. These Voltage and Current Constant blocks are also found in the
meta library. Figure 3.3 contains a sample circuit where the input sources are seen along
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with the Simulink connections it requires.
Figure 3.3: Sample circuit constructed using meta components
3.3 Deﬁning Inputs
After the model is created, parameters need to be inputted into the ECRT in order
for analysis to begin. Figure 3.4 shows the graphic user interface for the ECRT. A
description of the many inputs and push buttons on the user interface will be discussed in
the following section.
3.3.1 Create Model
• New Model - This button opens a Simulink model that contains the PLECS Circuit
block. Once the button is pushed, the ﬁle needs to be re-saved as another ﬁle name.
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Figure 3.4: User interface of Electrical Circuits Reliability Tool
Then, model construction can begin.
• Libraries - This button opens the PLECS library along with the meta library for use
in building the model.
3.3.2 Model Parameters
• Browse - This button pulls up a “Open Model” dialog box in order to select the
model to be analyzed.
• Model Name - The “Browse” button will ﬁll in the model ﬁle name into this ﬁeld if
used. Otherwise, the name of the model to be analyzed can be speciﬁed manually.
• Meta Capacitors - This ﬁeld is used to enter the number of meta capacitors in the
model.
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• Meta Inductors - This ﬁeld is used to enter the number of meta inductors in the
model.
• Meta Resistors - This ﬁeld is used to enter the number of meta resistors in the model.
• Voltage Sources - This ﬁeld is used to enter the number of voltage sources in the
model.
• Current Sources - This ﬁeld is used to enter the number of current sources in the
model.
3.3.3 Simulation Parameters
• Truncation Level - This ﬁeld is used to enter the desired truncation level the analysis
should perform. The truncation level is also the maximum number of faults injected
into the system that the user desires to analyze. This value must be greater than
zero for analysis to continue, as a value of zero indicates no faults to be injected.
Hence, no analysis would occur.
• Simulation Time - This ﬁeld is used to enter the desired time each simulation should
run. The slider bar directly below the Simulation Time ﬁeld can also be used to set
this parameter.
• Performance Tolerance - This ﬁeld is used to enter in the performance requirement
tolerance of the system compared to its nominal, operational state with no faults
injected. Trajectories that exit the polytope of performance requirements at any time
during the simulations are deemed as failing while trajectories that remain within
this polytope for the duration of the simulations are deemed as operational. The
slide bar directly below the “Performance Tolerance” ﬁeld can also be used to set this
parameter.
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• +/- Input Bounds - This ﬁeld is used to enter the maximum percent deviation from
the nominal input source. Specifying this percentage makes the inputs to the system
unknown-but-bounded where the bounds are the maximum and minimum bounds
found. The ECRT uses the bounds of the inputs in the simulations in order to
determine the coverage. The slide bar directly below the +/- Input Bounds ﬁeld can
also be used to set this parameter.
3.3.4 Exceptions
• Help - This button brings up the help dialog explaining what the exceptions ﬁeld
means.
• Exceptions - This ﬁeld is used to manually enter in the fault sequences that the user
knows will automatically cause the system to fail. In these cases, the user is to input
these types of fault sequence(s) so that the tool will automatically count the state
corresponding to that fault sequence as a failed state. In particular, Kirchhoﬀ’s
voltage law (KVL) and current law (KCL) must not be violated when simulating the
circuit. For example, an open circuit fault may occur in front of an inductor. This
would violate KCL if the inductor has an initial current. KCL is also violated if an
inductor is connected in series with a current source. Additionally, connecting a
voltage source in parallel with a capacitor violates KVL. Short-circuiting a capacitor
with initial voltage also violates KVL. In the present version, the tool developed does
not have the ability to detect these KVL and KCL violations. Accordingly, they must
be entered manually.
3.3.5 Compute Reliability
• Compute Reliability - This button takes the parameters inputted into the user
interface along with the model created and starts the reliability analysis using the
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methodology discussed in Chapter 2.
3.3.6 Help / About
• Help - This button pulls up instructions that assist the user with using the ECRT to
analyze reliability for an electrical circuit model.
• About - This button displays information about the creation of the tool.
3.4 Analyzing Results
Once the ECRT is ﬁnished analyzing the electrical circuit created, the reliability is
shown next to the “Compute Reliability” button on the user interface, seen in Fig. 3.4.
Additionally, the results are saved to an Excel spreadsheet in the current directory named
NAMEOFMODEL results.xls and also as a MATLAB .MAT ﬁle named
NAMEOFMODEL results.mat. The data collected and saved in the Excel and .MAT ﬁles
present a variety of useful information about the individual states and components of the
system. A sample output Excel ﬁle is shown in Fig. 3.5.
• Sheet: Results
– Column A - The state number of the present Markov state.
– Column B - The state number that the present state transitioned from.
– Column C - The number of faults in the system at that state.
– Column D - The coverage of the system for the particular fault sequence at that
state.
– Column E - The failure rate for the last fault injected in that sequence for that
state.
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– Column F - The operational status of the state after the fault sequence was
injected and the simulations run.
– Column G - The probability that the system is at that state at any point in
time.
• Sheet: Reliability
– Column A: The reliability of the system found from the analysis.
Figure 3.5: Results seen in Excel spreadsheet
3.5 Program Flow
In analyzing an electrical circuit using the ECRT, the general steps are:
1. Create the model using parts from the meta library
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2. Input model and simulation parameters
3. Analysis of the electrical circuit by the ECRT
4. Results output
All parts of the program ﬂow have been discussed except for the third point. The
following section discusses the steps the ECRT takes in order to carry out the analysis.
3.5.1 Overall Tool Program Flow
From the user’s point of view, the program is very simple, as there are few steps the
user needs to take. However, looking into the engine running the tool reveals a much more
complicated creature. This tool is best understood by observing the general program ﬂow
chart in Fig. 3.6.
Simulation of system at nominal conditions
The analysis starts with computation of the reach set from the nominal state with
no faults injected as well as the construction of the performance requirement polytope.
The tool ﬁrst evolves the trajectories from the origin to determine the steady state points
based on all possible maximum/minimum input combinations to the system. From there,
it uses each of the steady state points and simulates the system again for all possible
maximum/minimum input combinations to determine the actual reach set of the system at
nominal conditions. Once these simulations are complete, a bounding ellipsoid is found
that bounds all the trajectories from all the simulations run. Then, points are taken from
the surface of the bounding ellipsoid and run again for all possible maximum/minimum
inputs. This process is repeated until the bounding ellipsoid is no longer getting bigger.
The result is a bounding ellipsoid that contains the reach set for the nominal system. This
ellipsoid will then be used as the initial conditions for the states that transitioned from the
nominal state.
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Figure 3.6: General ECRT program ﬂowchart
Construction of ﬁrst level of Markov states
After the nominal state simulations are completed, the ﬁrst level of Markov states
are built. The “ﬁrst level” corresponds to the Markov states that have one fault injected
for their fault sequence.
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Simulation of system to compute coverage at current truncation level
The coverage is computed and the ellipsoid bounding its state trajectories is found.
More information on this step is found in Section 3.5.2.
Construction of ﬁrst level of Markov states
If the desired truncation level is greater than 1, the next Markov state level is
constructed. The states in the previous level that have a chance of surviving are found and
an additional fault is injected into these systems and the analysis continues.
Build uncovered Markov states
After the simulations are completed, the uncovered states are built and added to
the results for analysis later on. No simulations are required for the uncovered states, as
uncovered states are innately failed.
Solve Markov model and compute results
Using the results containing both the covered and uncovered states, the state
transition matrix is found and the Markov model is solved. The probability that the
system is at a particular state is found and the reliability is calculated. Results are saved
and outputted for further analysis by the user.
3.5.2 Coverage Program Flow
As the steps for the computation of the coverage are a bit more complicated, the
ﬂowchart in Fig. 3.7 will aid in understanding the process.
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Figure 3.7: Program ﬂowchart for the computation of coverage
Is fault sequence on exceptions list?
After the faults are injected, the present fault sequence is compared with the
exceptions list of faults. Fault sequences that are on this list are not to be simulated and
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are automatically deemed as failing. See Section 3.3.4 for more information on the
exceptions parameter.
Grab ellipsoid Πi bounding previous state’s reach set
The ellipsoid bounding the reach set that the present state is transitioning from is
also the ellipsoid used as the initial condition for the present state’s simulations. This
ellipsoid is denoted as Πi. Points are taken from the surface of Πi and used as the starting
point for the simulations at this state.
Initialize initial conditions and simulate for all inputs
Once the points on the surface of Πi are picked, the points are used as the initial
conditions for the simulations. Accordingly, the simulations are run starting at these points
and all possible maximum/minimum input combinations are run from each point. The
state trajectories for these simulations are then saved and used for the computation of the
coverage.
Compute coverage and create bounding ellipsoid Πi+1
Using the state trajectories from the simulations found in the previous step, each
trajectory is analyzed to see if it exits the performance polytope requirement at any time
during its trajectory. If it does, the simulation is deemed as a failure and is recorded as
such for later use in computing the coverage. Using the state trajectories of the simulations
that do stay within the performance requirements, though, a bounding ellipsoid, Πi+1, for
these trajectories is computed.
|det(Πi+1) − det(Πi)| < 
If the diﬀerence in the content between the two ellipsoids (Πi+1 and Πi) used in this
analysis is less than a small tolerance , then the coverage is computed and the simulation
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for the present state is complete. This indicates that the ellipsoid found that bounds the
present state’s reach set is no longer increasing and that Πi+1 is a good enough estimate for
the ellipsoid bounding the present state’s reach set.
Grab computed ellipsoid Πi+1 and set Πi = Πi+1
If the ellipsoid bounding the present state’s reach set Πi+1 is still growing
substantially more than the previous bounding ellipsoid for its reach set, Πi, then set
Πi = Πi+1 and proceed with the simulations again. The points selected as the initial
conditions for the next round of simulations are points on the surface of the most recent
ellipsoid computed, Πi+1.
Updates simulation results
Once all the simulations are complete for that particular state, save the results
found, including the coverage and the ellipsoid bounding the state trajectories.
Simulated all Markov states in current truncation level?
At the current truncation level, if all states at this level have not been simulated,
then inject another fault sequence at the current truncation level and begin process of
computing the coverage for the next state.
3.6 Future Work
The ECRT is a very functional and useful reliability tool. The current version of the
tool is more than suﬃcient in performing the desired analysis. However, there are many
aspects of the tool to be improved upon in future versions.
There are many parameters that the user must be able to determine and enter, such
as the model parameters and the fault exceptions matrix. At the present, PLECS does not
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have the ability to search its model for particular components. That is why the number of
meta components must be entered manually. Additionally, along the lines of a lack of
ability to search is a lack of functionality in ﬁnding system failures that result from KVL
and KCL violations. Thus, faults that violate Kirchhoﬀ’s laws must be entered manually.
As future versions of PLECS will add a search feature and many other functions, these two
improvements can be addressed at a later time.
There are only three types of faults available to be injected into the components.
Future versions of this tool can expand the types of faults available and also the
components that the faults are able to be injected into. Additionally, being able to select
the diﬀerent types of faults desired in a particular component will only add ﬂexibility to
the tool.
When computing the ellipsoid bounding the reach set for reach state, the
computation time required can be quite signiﬁcant. As the program is not entirely
computationally eﬃcient, running electrical circuits for large systems with many states and
many inputs may not be possible and also may not be scalable. Improving on the
performance of the tool is deﬁnitely a major issue that future versions need to improve
upon.
The ideas and methodology implemented in this tool are unlike any tool currently
created. The heart of the tool is the MATLAB scripts, and as such, expanding the tool to
include circuits built using the SimPowerSystems Toolbox in the MATLAB/Simulink
environment is a logical next step, as the circuit simulation and model construction
environment is simply moved from the PLECS environment to the Simulink environment.
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Chapter 4
Case Studies
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a few case studies are presented. Models are created from scratch in
PLECS using the meta components from the meta library and then its reliability is
analyzed using the Electrical Circuits Reliability Tool (ECRT). Among the case studies
presented are a simple RLC circuit followed by a more complicated, dc power distribution
system.
4.2 RLC Circuit
An RLC circuit is created and tested on the ECRT. This is a simple circuit used
mainly to demonstrate the ECRT. The RLC circuit consists of a load, represented by a
current source, in parallel with a series connection of a resistor and a capacitor. The load
and RC parallel combination is then connected to a voltage source by a series combination
of a resistor and an inductor. The circuit modeled is seen in Fig. 4.1 and a screenshot of
the model in PLECS is seen in Fig. 4.2.
The parameters for the circuit are seen in Table 4.1. Also, the failure rates for the
three types of faults injected into each passive component, open circuit, short circuit, and
capacitance/inductance/resistance drop, can be seen in the same table. The circuit is
simulated using the parameters in Table 4.2 and the detailed results are seen in Appendix
B. Looking at the results, the system spends most of its time in the nominal state without
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Figure 4.1: RLC circuit
Figure 4.2: RLC circuit screenshot
faults, as it is there 99.880072% of the time. The reliability computed using the ECRT is
0.9993935. The run time for this analysis was 939.395711 s, which is almost 16 min.
Table 4.1: RLC circuit parameters
R1 R2 L C
Failure Rates
λOpen Circuit λShort Circuit λPercent Drop
3 [Ω] 3 [Ω] 1 · 10−2 [H] 1 · 10−3 [F] 1 · 10−5 2 · 10−5 3 · 10−5
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Table 4.2: RLC circuit simulation parameters
Truncation Simulation Performance ± Input
Level Time Tolerance Bounds
2 5 [sec] 25% 25%
4.3 Dc Distribution System
Using meta components, a model of a six-bus, dc power distribution system is built.
The power for this system is fed from three voltage sources, represented by three buck
converters. Additionally, there are three loads in the system, each represented by current
sources. The voltage and current sources are inputs into the system. Each of the three
voltage sources and three loads is located on its own bus. Accordingly, each of the six
buses in the system either generates or consumes power in the system. This model can be
seen in Fig 4.3 and also in a screenshot of the model in PLECS in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Six-bus dc distribution system
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Figure 4.4: Six-bus dc distribution system screenshot
In actuality, this six-bus dc distribution system model can represent the power
system of a hybrid automobile where the source is the engine that could produce 400 V.
This voltage is stepped down to an intermediate step which could be represented by the 48
V sources seen in the model. The current sources in the model can represent the
electronics consuming the power such as the radio, 12 V outlet, or lights, and the
resistances, inductance and capacitance can represent the corresponding elements seen in
connecting the sources to the loads. A similar analogy can be made to aircrafts.
Additionally, the model created can represent a data center. Each voltage source
represents the buses traversing through a data center full of computers with connections to
the loads, which are the computers and/or servers consuming the power.
For this particular model, the dc distribution system desires to regulate the voltage
of the load buses to the reference voltage, Vref . To do so, each control scheme, denoted K1,
K2, or K3, reads the voltages of the two adjacent buses to the respective voltage input
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source along with the output current from the respective input source. Using these
measurements, along with the gains shown in Table 4.3, the voltages of the buses are
regulated to the desired reference voltage, Vref , with a proportional controller.
Table 4.3: Six-bus dc distribution system network and control parameters
R14, R24, R15, R35, R36, R26 L1, L2, L3 C1, C2, C3 kV ki Vref
2 · 10−3[Ω] 5 · 10−6 [H] 3.6 · 10−3 [F] 100 −0.2 12[V]
Using the circuit parameters seen in Table 4.3, the reliability analysis is performed
in the ECRT with simulation parameters seen in Table 4.4 and input sources parameters
seen in Table 4.5. The failure rates are kept identical as the rates in the RLC circuit and
the reliability are completed. The complete results can be seen in Appendix B. Looking at
the results, the reliability is found to be 0.9999748, which is a desirable result. However,
the run time needed in order to compute the reliability was quite signiﬁcant: 39222.86 s or
about 11 hrs.
Table 4.4: Six-bus dc distribution system simulation parameters
Truncation Simulation Performance ± Input
Level Time Tolerance Bounds
1 0.04 [sec] 20% 20%
Table 4.5: Six-bus dc distribution system input sources parameters
V1 V2 V3 Load 1 Load 2 Load 3
47[V] 48[V] 49[V] 12[A] 8[A] 15[A]
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Thesis Summary
In this thesis, an overview and description of a tool created for reliability analysis of
electrical energy systems is presented. This tool is created from a MATLAB/Simulink
environment using PLECS to build the models analyzed. In order to perform reliability
analysis, the model is extracted from PLECS and a Markov reliability model is built using
failure information inputted by the user along with simulations run in PLECS. These
simulations are used in the methodology developed to compute the fault coverage. The
method is based on the brute force Monte Carlo method and the ellipsoid method with the
goal of providing the same computation and functionality but with improvements on
weaknesses of the two methods. An iterative method to compute the ellipsoid bounding
the actual reach set at each Markov state is performed by running simulations at initial
conditions chosen on previous iterations of the bounding ellipsoid. Once found, the fault
coverage can be found and used in the Markov reliability model allowing a more thorough
reliability analysis to be performed. Case studies demonstrating the use of the tool created
are presented, including a reliability analysis of a dc distribution network.
5.2 Future Work
There are many areas within this research to be expanded upon in the future. As
with all software and tools created, one of the main goals when creating the reliability
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analysis tool is to make it as user-friendly as possible. Accordingly, many improvements
can be made to this tool to accomplish just that, namely not having to enter model
information, such as the number of meta components in the circuit or the exceptions ﬁeld.
This information should be detected simply by building the model. Further, the run time
of the tool may be one of the most important criteria in deciding the practicality and
usefulness of the tool. Currently, the run time for the tool created is quite high. As the
methodology developed and implemented was partially inspired by a Monte Carlo method,
many simulations and a long run time are somewhat expected. Future work should be
performed in order to reduce the run time so that it is at least scalable for small systems.
A parallel programming approach may be taken, or simply a streamlining of the present
code through various other methods should be considered.
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Appendix A
Electrical Circuits Reliability Tool
Subroutines
This section contains a short description of the subroutines of the ECRT followed
by the actual subroutine scripts.
Subroutine Descriptions
• assign initial conditions.m - Assigns initial conditions to the voltage/current states
in the present state.
• compiled states.m - Takes the results from the simulation and adds the uncovered
states.
• coverage sim.m - Computes the coverage of the system for the present Markov state
and also a bounding ellipsoid for the state trajectories from the simulations
performed.
• ellipsoid to support fcn pts tool.m - Given an ellipsoid, this script grabs points from
the surface of the ellipsoid.
• fau inj and sim.m - Injects the faults, runs the simulation, computes the coverage,
and compiles the result matrices.
• fault exceptions.m - Determines whether the present fault sequence matches any of
the sequences on the fault exceptions list.
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• grab fail rate.m - Grabs the failure rate information for a given component number
and type of fault.
• help dialog create.m - This script creates the help message box accessible from the
user interface. It gives instructions on the steps the user needs to take in order to use
this tool.
• help dialog exceptions create.m - This script creates the exceptions help message
box accessible from the user interface. It gives instructions on what the exceptions
input means.
• init comp.m - Initializes the failure components by adding the “failX” variable to
each of the components’ “failure mode” parameter and also adds the fault injection
time to each of the failure components.
• init inputs.m - Initializes the input sources by taking the nominal values from the
model and storing it to be used in the simulations. It replaces the values with
variables, so that the inputs can be easily changed by changing the variables rather
than manually going into each component to change the values.
• initialize nominal.m - Initializes the nominal state for the tool. Steady state points
are ﬁrst found from all possible input combinations before the simulations are run
again, starting at these steady state points to determine a bounding ellipsoid for the
state trajectories. The process is repeated, but starting from the surface of the
bounding ellipsoid, until the bounding ellipsoid is no longer increasing in size.
• input comb.m - This script creates a matrix of all possible maximum/minimum input
combinations.
• markov mod solver.m - Takes a state transition matrix and solves the diﬀerential
equation associated with the Markov model.
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• points to bounding ellipsoid tool.m - Takes a set of points and ﬁnds the ellipsoid
bounding these points.
• pts to ellip coverage.m - Iteratively computes the coverage by taking a set of points,
simulating for all possible inputs, and then outputting the state trajectories within
the performance requirements. This is the main simulation ﬁle for the coverage
computation.
• pts to ellipsoid to trajec pts tool.m - Takes a set of points, simulates for all possible
inputs, and then outputs the state trajectories for the nominal state.
• reliability tool ui.m - The main script used to run the graphic user interface.
• results update.m - This function takes the present state’s results and adds it to the
overall results table in order to update it.
• save results.m - This script compiles the data for the covered states, including the
fault matrix, with the uncovered states. The output is then saved to an .xls ﬁle and
.mat ﬁle.
• state ordering.m - Finds the correct order the results should be presented/stored for
analysis by the program.
• state ordering results.m - Takes the matrix of indices where the order of the states
is desired (capacitors then inductors) and arranges it in the correct order to be
analyzed.
• trunc level search.m - Searches through the results matrix and returns the ﬁrst and
last states for the particular truncation level desired.
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ERCT - assign initial conditions.m
% Frank Lam
% 9/11/09
% UPDATED/REWRITTEN 10/19/09
% assign_initial_conditions.m
%
% This script assigns initial conditions to the voltage/current states in
% the present state. The initial conditions it assigns to the meta
% capacitors and meta inductors are inputted into the function. It uses
% num_cap and num_ind to iterate through the number of capacitors and
% inductors and assigns the initial condition respectively.
%
% EDITED 10/18/09 *******************
% This .m file not does not pick random i.c. It merely assigns the i.c. to
% the corresponding cap/ind based upon the values it is inputted.
%
% Inputs:
% num_cap: number of meta capacitors in the system
% num_ind: number of meta inductors in the system
% model_name: name of model
% present_fault_matrix: fault injection info of present state
% ellip_ic_pts: points on the surface of the ellipsoid to be assigned
% as initial condition
%
% Outputs:
% NONE
function assign_initial_conditions(num_cap, num_ind, model_name,...
present_fault_matrix, ellip_ic_pts)
% Assigning i.c. for meta capacitors
for j = 1:num_cap
% Grabs the voltage initial conditions to be assigned to the meta caps
temp_volt_ic = ellip_ic_pts(1,j);
% Assigns the voltage initial condition to the meta capacitors
if j == 1
temp_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_capacitor’];
% This just makes the initial voltage of capacitors = 0 when a
% short circuit fault is present at that component
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present_cap_failure_mode = present_fault_matrix(1,j);
temp_volt_ic = temp_volt_ic*not(mod(4,present_cap_failure_mode+1));
% Assign initial condition to the 1st meta capacitor
plecsedit(’set’,temp_path, ’capac_init_vol’,num2str(temp_volt_ic));
else
temp_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_capacitor’ num2str(j-1)];
% This just makes the initial voltage of capacitors = 0 when a
% short circuit fault is present at that component
present_cap_failure_mode = present_fault_matrix(1,j);
temp_volt_ic = temp_volt_ic*not(mod(4,present_cap_failure_mode+1));
% Assign initial condition to all other meta capacitors
plecsedit(’set’,temp_path, ’capac_init_vol’,num2str(temp_volt_ic));
end
end
% Assigning initial conditions for the meta inductors
for j = 1:num_ind
% Grabs the current i.c. to be assigned to the meta inductors
temp_curr_ic = ellip_ic_pts(1,j+num_cap);
% Assigns the current initial conditions to the meta inductors
if j == 1
temp_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_inductor’];
% This just makes the initial current of inductors = 0 when an open
% circuit fault is present at that component
present_ind_failure_mode = present_fault_matrix(1,j+num_cap);
temp_curr_ic=temp_curr_ic*not(not(mod(3,present_ind_failure_mode)));
% Assign initial condition to the 1st meta inductor
plecsedit(’set’,temp_path, ’induc_init_curr’,num2str(temp_curr_ic));
else
temp_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_inductor’ num2str(j-1)];
% This just makes the initial current of inductors = 0 when an open
% circuit fault is present at that component
present_ind_failure_mode = present_fault_matrix(1,j+num_cap);
temp_curr_ic=temp_curr_ic*not(not(mod(3,present_ind_failure_mode)));
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% Assign initial condition to all other meta inductors
plecsedit(’set’,temp_path, ’induc_init_curr’,num2str(temp_curr_ic));
end
end
end
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ECRT - compiled states.m
% Frank Lam
% 8/13/09
% compiled_states.m
%
% This .m file takes the results from the simulation and adds the
% uncovered states. In the main bulk of the code, only covered states
% were found and its results recorded. This .m file takes those results
% and adds the uncovered faults’ states to the overall results matrix.
%
% Inputs:
% results_wo_uncovered: matrix containing the simulated results
% 1st column: current state number
% 2nd column: state transitioned from
% 3rd column: number of faults in state
% 4th column: coverage of state
% 5th column: failure rate of fault
%
% Outputs:
% state_trans_matrix: full state transition matrix with coverage
% state_status: ’functioning’ status of states. (Covered states are
% functioning and uncovered states are not functioning)
function [state_trans_matrix state_status] = ...
compiled_states(results_wo_uncovered)
% Grabbing dimensions
num_states = length(results_wo_uncovered(:,1));
count = num_states + 1;
% Initializing new transition matrix taking into account the uncovered
% states
dim = 2*num_states-1;
M = zeros(dim, dim);
status = zeros(dim,1);
status(1,1) = 1; % The first state (nominal state) is operational
% This tacks on the uncovered states to the end of the covered states
for i = 2:num_states
% Grabbing the data for that particular state
temp_current_state = results_wo_uncovered(i,1); % = i
temp_from_state = results_wo_uncovered(i,2);
temp_coverage = results_wo_uncovered(i,4);
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temp_fail_rate = results_wo_uncovered(i,5);
M(temp_current_state,temp_from_state) = temp_coverage*temp_fail_rate;
% If coverage is 0, then the state is deemed as non-operational
% Assigning operational status to the covered states.
if temp_coverage == 0
status(i) = 0;
else
status(i) = 1;
end
% Adding uncovered state to first available unused state
M(count,temp_from_state) = (1-temp_coverage)*temp_fail_rate;
count = count + 1;
end
for i = 1:num_states
temp_sum = sum(M(:,i));
M(i,i) = -1*temp_sum;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
state_trans_matrix = M;
state_status = status;
end
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ECRT - coverage sim.m
% Frank Lam
% 7/16/09
% UPDATED/REWRITTEN 10/19/09
% coverage_sim.m
%
% 10/19/09
% Computing coverage using ellipsoids
% This script computes the coverage of the system for the present Markov
% state. It first takes the bounding ellipsoid of the voltage/current
% states from the state it transitioned from. Using this ellipsoid, it
% picks points on the surface of the ellipsoid and then is simulated for
% all possible max/min inputs. By looking at the trajectories from these
% simulations, the ones that escape the performance requirement boundaries
% are thrown out and the ones that stay within the performance requirements
% are kept. A bounding ellipsoid is found and points are selected on the
% surface of this ellipsoid and this process is repeated until the bounding
% ellipsoid is no longer getting bigger. The result is a bounding ellipsoid
% that contains the reach set for the nominal system. Accordingly, the
% ellipsoid found is invariant and every trajectory that starts within the
% bounding ellipsoid will remain within that ellipsoid for all possible
% inputs (the inputs are bounded by the max/min values). This ellipsoid
% will then be used as the initial conditions for the states that
% transitioned from this present state. Further, the trajectories that
% escape the performance requirements are counted and noted. The number of
% trajectories that stay within the performance requirements divided by the
% total number of trajectories/simulations performed is the coverage of the
% system. The coverage is also determined from this script.
%
%
%
% 7/16/09
% Using polytopes and Monte Carlo simulations to compute coverage:
% This .m file computes the actual coverage using Monte Carlo simulations
% for the particular system. It first picks a random initial condition and
% input and initializes it into the system. It then simulates the circuit
% given the inputs and initial conditions. Then, it saves the results. This
% repeats each simulation to find the coverage. Specific steps include: 1)
% Computing performance requirements from the nominal results; 2) Run for
% desired number of simulations; 2a) assigns random initial conditions
% within previous states’ bounds to capacitors, inductors, voltage sources,
% and current sources; 2b) runs simulation; 2c) rearranges the results from
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% the simulation; 2d) checks whether results are within the performance
% requirements; 2d) stores the bounds (max/min) of the states for use as
% initial condition in the next truncation level.
%
% Inputs:
% model_name: name of model
% num_volt: number of voltage inputs into circuit
% num_curr: number of current inputs into circuit
% sim_time: simulation time of circuit
% input_nom: nominal voltage and current input values
% num_cap: number of capacitors in circuit
% num_ind: number of inductors in circuit
% present_fault_matrix: present state’s faults in each component
% new_perf_req: the performance requirements for the entire system.
% Each column corresponds to the perf. for that particular state.
% The first row is the max, and the second row is the min. These
% two values bound the allowable performance by that state.
% prev_ellip_ic_results: Ellipsoid bounding the reach set for the
% previous state and the initial conditions for the present state
% input_per: input +/- percent to determine max/min of inputs
%
% Outputs:
% coverage: coverage at particular fault
% state_bounds_ellip: This is the ellipsoid that bounds the
% voltage/current states for the nominal Markov state
function [coverage, state_bounds_ellip] = coverage_sim(model_name,...
num_volt, num_curr, sim_time, input_nominals, num_cap, num_ind,...
present_fault_matrix, new_perf_req, prev_ellip_ic_results, input_per)
% Grabs starting i.c. points on the surface of the i.c. ellipsoid that it
% receives
E1 = prev_ellip_ic_results;
support_fcn_pts = ellipsoid_to_support_fcn_pts_tool(E1);
% Initializes various variables
new_cov_count = 0;
new_cov_count_total = 0;
trajec_pts = [];
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% Start of simulations
for i = 1:5
% Compute bounding ellipsoid using the points from the surface of the
% bounding ellipsoid
[trajec_pts2 new_cov_count new_cov_count_total] = ...
pts_to_ellip_coverage(support_fcn_pts, num_cap, num_ind,...
num_volt, num_curr, model_name, present_fault_matrix,...
input_nominals, sim_time, new_perf_req, new_cov_count,...
new_cov_count_total, input_per);
% Accumulating all of the trajectory points encountered in order for
% newest ellipsoid to bound it all
trajec_pts = [trajec_pts;trajec_pts2];
% Computing bounding ellipsoid of all the points
E2 = points_to_bounding_ellipsoid_tool(trajec_pts);
% If the latest ellipsoid is not getting any bigger, then stop. There
% are a few conditions to check this: one of them is if the difference
% between the content of the next ellipsoid computed and the previous
% ellipsoid is less than 1/2 of 1% of the new ellipsoid, then stop.
% Otherwise, evolve trajectories again and continue to find reach set.
V1 = volume(E1);
V2 = volume(E2);
if (E2 < E1) || (E1 == E2) || abs(V1-V2) < V2*.005
break
else%if E2 > E1
support_fcn_pts = ellipsoid_to_support_fcn_pts_tool(E2);
E1 = E2;
end
end
% Outputs the ellipsoid that bounds the present state’s volt/curr states.
state_bounds_ellip = E2;
% Computes coverage
coverage = new_cov_count / new_cov_count_total;
end
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ECRT - ellipsoid to support fcn pts tool.m
% Frank Lam
% 10/13/09
% ellipsoid_to_support_fcn_pts_tool.m
%
% This .m file takes an ellipsoid and grabs points on its surface using the
% support function.
%
% INPUTS:
% E: ellipsoid (definied from Ellipsoidal toolbox)
% num_states: number of states / dim. of ellipsoid NOT NEEDED AS INPUT
%
% OUTPUTS:
% support_fcn_pts: points on the surface of the ellipsoid. Each row
% corresponds to one point. (num_states number of columns)
function support_fcn_pts = ellipsoid_to_support_fcn_pts_tool(E)
num_states = dimension(E);
eta = zeros(num_states*2, num_states);
% This creates the eta (direction)matrix
count = 1;
for i = 1:num_states
eta(count,i) = 1;
eta(count+num_states,i) = -1;
count = count + 1;
end
eta = eta’;
% This uses the support function to find points on the surface of the
% ellipsoid based upon the eta matrix.
% pts: each column stands for 1 pt. (num_states number of rows)
[R pts] = rho(E,eta);
% Each row corresponds to one point.
support_fcn_pts = pts’;
end
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ECRT - fau inj and sim.m
% Frank Lam
% 8/10/09
% fau_inj_and_sim.m
%
% This .m file injects the faults, runs the simulation, computes the
% coverage, and compiles the result matrices.
%
% Inputs:
% model_name: name of model
% exceptions: matrix of portions of fault injection sequences that
% violate KVL/KCL. Accordingly, these fault seq. are not analyzed
%
% Outputs:
% results: compiled results of all the states
% fault_matrix: faults injected into at the particular state
% states_results: num_states x 2 matrix. 1st column is state number.
% 2nd column is state status (operational or not) and 3rd
% column is probability system is at that state
% reliability: reliability of system
function [reliability]=fau_inj_and_sim(trunc_level, num_res, num_cap,...
num_ind, num_vol, num_cur, sim_time, perf_percent, model_name,...
exceptions, input_percent)
clc
warning off
% Showing user that the program is running.
wait = 0;
wait_bar = waitbar(wait,’Program is running...’,’Name’,...
’Computing Reliability’);
% Want to see runtime of simulations
tic
% Open model to be analyzed
open_system(model_name)
% Initializing
num_comp = num_res + num_cap + num_ind;
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% Initializes the meta components with ’failX’ in its failure_mode
% parameter
init_comp(model_name, num_res, num_cap, num_ind)
present_state = 1;
% Starting to build the fault matrix. The first state has no failures,
% hence, all zeros are fed to all the meta components
fault_matrix = zeros(present_state,num_comp);
for k = 1:(num_comp)
evalin(’base’,[’fail’ num2str(k) ’= 0;’]);
end
% Assigning the present fault matrix (which in this case is all zeros)
present_fault_matrix = fault_matrix(present_state,:);
% Initializing Input Sources. Grabs all the nominal input values and stores
% them into a matrix, input_nominals.
[volt_nom, curr_nom]=init_inputs(model_name, num_vol, num_cur);
input_nominals = [volt_nom; curr_nom];
% Determining the ellipsoid bounding the reach set for the nominal case of
% no faults injected. The performance requirements are also found.
[state_bounds_ellip new_perf_req] = initialize_nominal(model_name,...
sim_time, num_cap, num_ind, num_vol, num_cur,present_fault_matrix,...
input_nominals, perf_percent, input_percent);
% Starting to compile the results table for the nominal state. The future
% states will build onto this table with data from its own state.
% results = zeros(1,num_temp);
results = zeros(1,6);
ellip_ic_results = ellipsoid();
% Compiling present state’s results into a results matrix. The present
% state’s ellipsoid bounding its reach set is updated into a separate
% ellipsoid matrix storing all the ellipsoids for all the states.
% This nominal state has parameters of ’transition from,’ ’number faults,’
% ’coverage,’ and ’failure rate’ all = 0 b/c it’s the nominal state.
[results ellip_ic_results] = results_update(results, present_state,...
0, 0, 0, ’0’, ellip_ic_results, state_bounds_ellip);
% Showing user program is still running. Updating wait bar.
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wait = 0.1;
waitbar(wait)
% Nominal state is DONE. Onto the fault injection.
%State 1 is the nominal state.
present_state = 2;
% This injects the first level of failures for all types of failures in all
% components.
% Injects first failure into the meta components
for k = 1:num_comp
% When failure_mode = 0, no failure. So will only inject 1 to 3 into
% meta component
for i = 1:3
% Adds another row to fault_matrix
fault_matrix = [fault_matrix; zeros(1,num_comp)];
% Adds the failure mode to fault_matrix - can be coded like this
% for 1st fault only
fault_matrix(present_state, k) = i;
% Writing failX information to MATLAB workspace (readying for sim.)
evalin(’base’,[’fail’ num2str(k) ’= ’ num2str(i) ’;’]);
% Grabbing the previous (nominal) state’s volt/current state bounds
prev_ellip_ic_results = ellip_ic_results(1);
% Only grabbing the present state’s fault information to send into
% coverage_sim function.
present_fault_matrix = fault_matrix(present_state,:);
% Checking to see if the exceptions fault sequences matches present
% fault sequence
status=fault_exceptions(num_comp,exceptions,present_fault_matrix);
% If present fault sequence doesn’t match exceptions, find coverage
if status == 0
% Computes the coverage and bounding ellipsoid of the present
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% state’s reach set.
[coverage, state_bounds_ellip] = coverage_sim(model_name,...
num_vol, num_cur, sim_time, input_nominals, num_cap,...
num_ind, present_fault_matrix, new_perf_req,...
prev_ellip_ic_results, input_percent);
else
% Automatically makes it a failure if fault sequences
% exceptions match the present fault sequence
coverage = 0;
state_bounds_ellip = ellipsoid();
end
% This grabs the failure rate info from the model for most recent
% fault injected.
temp_fail_rate=grab_fail_rate(k, i, num_cap, num_ind, model_name);
% Compiling present state’s results into the results matrix
[results ellip_ic_results] = results_update(results,...
present_state, 1, 1, coverage, temp_fail_rate,...
ellip_ic_results, state_bounds_ellip);
% Resets all failures back to 0 before injecting next fault
evalin(’base’, [’fail’ num2str(k) ’= 0;’]);
% Increase index of present state
present_state = present_state + 1;
end
end
% Showing user program is still running. Updating wait bar.
wait = 0.2;
waitbar(wait)
% This injects the 2nd through desired number of faults into the system. It
% iterates through the states of the previous truncation level and injects
% a fault into the meta component that is not currently faulted. Then the
% coverage is computed before the next fault is injected.
for j = 2:trunc_level
% Grabs first and last states of previous trunc_level
bounds = trunc_level_search(results, j-1);
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% Traverses through previous trunc_level
for m = bounds(1):bounds(2)
% This only picks to inject another fault in the sequence where it
% the previous sequence of faults is covered
if results(m,4) ~= 0
% Searches through meta components
for k = 1:num_comp
% Finds the meta component without fault injected there
if fault_matrix(m,k) == 0
% Injects the 3 different types of faults
for i = 1:3
% Adds another row to fault_matrix - copies fault
% information of the state transitioned from
fault_matrix = [fault_matrix; fault_matrix(m,:)];
% Adds present failure mode to the present component
fault_matrix(present_state, k) = i;
% Injects faults (if any) in all the meta components
for p = 1:num_comp
evalin(’base’, ...
[’fail’ num2str(p) ’= ’ num2str(fault_matrix(present_state,p)) ’;’]);
end
% Grabbing the ellipsoid bounding the previous
% state’s volt/current state bounds
prev_ellip_ic_results = ellip_ic_results(m);
% Only grabbing the present state’s fault
% information to send into coverage_sim function.
present_fault_matrix = fault_matrix(present_state,:);
% Checking to see if the exceptions fault sequences
% matches present fault sequence
status = fault_exceptions(num_comp, exceptions,...
present_fault_matrix);
% If present fault sequence doesn’t match exceptions,
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% find coverage
if status == 0
% Computing the coverage with the current fault
% injected
[coverage, state_bounds_ellip] = coverage_sim(...
model_name, num_vol, num_cur, sim_time,...
input_nominals, num_cap, num_ind,...
present_fault_matrix, new_perf_req,...
prev_ellip_ic_results, input_percent);
else
% Automatically makes it a failure if fault
% sequences exceptions match the present fault
% sequence
coverage = 0;
state_bounds_ellip = ellipsoid();
end
% This grabs the failure rate info from the model for
% most recent fault injected.
temp_fail_rate = grab_fail_rate(k, i, num_cap,...
num_ind, model_name);
% Compiling present state’s results into the results
% matrix
[results ellip_ic_results] = results_update(results,...
present_state, m, j, coverage, temp_fail_rate,...
ellip_ic_results, state_bounds_ellip);
% Increase index of present state
present_state = present_state + 1;
end
end
end
end
end
% Updating wait bar.
wait = wait + .7/(trunc_level-1);
waitbar(wait)
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end
% Closes the model without saving the changes made to the model made due to
% fault injection. (Hence, the ’0’ instead of ’1’ in the function call.)
close_system(model_name, 0)
% Adding the uncovered states to produce a complete state transition matrix
[state_trans_matrix state_status] = compiled_states(results);
% Runs the Markov model solver using the complete state transition matrix
[t p] = markov_mod_solver(state_trans_matrix, sim_time);
% Compiling results and reliability. Also saving to .xls and .mat
reliability = save_results(model_name, results, state_status,...
fault_matrix, p);
% Close wait bar.
close(wait_bar)
toc
end
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ECRT - fault exceptions.m
% Frank Lam
% 9/25/09
% fault_exceptions.m
%
% The purpose of the "Exceptions" input is to manually account for any
% fault sequences that the user knows will automatically cause the system
% to fail. In these cases, the user is to input these types of fault
% sequence(s) so that the tool will automatically count the state
% corresponding to that fault sequence as a failed state.
%
% This .m file determines whether the present fault sequence matches any of
% the sequences on the fault exceptions list. If it does, then the coverage
% is automatically 0, leading to an automatic failure. The fault sequence
% exceptions are needed and are inputted in by users so that KVL and KCL
% rules are not violated when simulating the circuit. For example, an open
% circut fault may occur in front of an inductor. This would violate KCL
% rules if the inductor has an initial current. KCL rules are also violated
% if an inductor was connected in series with a current source.
% Additionally, connecting a voltage source in parallel with a capacitor
% violates KVL rules. Short circuiting a capacitor with initial voltage
% also violates KVL rules. At the present version, the tool developed does
% not have the smartness needed to detect these KVL and KCL violations.
% Accordingly, they must be entered in manually. These violations also lead
% to an automatic failure for that particular fault sequence and the
% coverage computation is thus unnecessary and is omitted accordingly.
%
% Of note: only the portion of the fault sequence causing the KVL/KCL
% violations needs to be entered. This script finds all the fault sequence
% that contains this problematic sequence. For example: in a 4 component
% system, if an open circuit from component1 causes a KVL/KCL violation,
% then the only exception needed to enter is: [1 0 0 0]. This script will
% then recognize a fault sequence of [1 2 0 0] (as the same violation will
% result despite being the second fault occurring in the system).
%
% Inputs:
% num_comp: number of meta components in the system.
% exceptions: this is a matrix of exceptions that should not be
% simulated b/c of KVL/KCL violations.
% present_fault_matrix: the present fault sequence
%
% Outputs:
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% status: status of whether the present fault sequence matches the
% exception fault sequences
function status = fault_exceptions(num_comp, exceptions,...
present_fault_matrix)
% Status = 0 corresponds to the fault sequence exception being different
% than the fault sequence. Staus = 1 means the fault sequence exception is
% the same as the fault sequence.
status = 0;
[m n] = size(exceptions);
% The number of columns must equal the number of meta components.
% Otherwise, there was an input error. Accordingly, the exceptions script
% will not be run and status = 0.
if n == num_comp
% Traversing the number of exceptions
for e = 1:length(exceptions(:,1))
% Temporary variable
temp_excep = exceptions(e,:);
% Found a match between exceptions and present fault sequence.
if status == 1
break
end
for f = 1:num_comp % Traversing the components
% Ignores the no-fault components
if temp_excep(1,f)~=0
% If finds that the exception doesn’t match current fault,
% breaks out of this exception. This indicates that the
% present fault sequence is not the same as the current
% exception being analyzed.
if temp_excep(1,f)~=present_fault_matrix(1,f)
break
end
end
% If iterates through ENTIRE components without finding an
% un-matching fault in the present fault sequence to the
% exception, that means that the present fault sequence
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% contains the problematic sequence. Thus, it is a match and
% status = 1. The second part of the condition dummy-proofs if
% the user entered in all zeros as an exception.
if (f == num_comp && any(temp_excep(1,:)))
status = 1;
end
end
end
end
end
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ECRT - grab fail rate.m
% Frank Lam
% 9/11/09
% grab_fail_rate.m
%
% This .m file grabs the failure rate information for this particular
% simulation. It will later be used alongside the coverage to determine the
% state transition rate for this state. Given a component index, this
% function finds the component that the index corresponds to and grabs the
% failure rate from that component for the type of fault that occurred in
% the system (given by another input). The component numbers are numbered
% from 1 to the number of meta components in the system starting first
% with capacitors, then inductors, and finally, resistors.
%
% Inputs:
% comp_num: the component number where the fault occurred
% type_fault: the index corresponding to the fault that occurred
% num_cap: number of meta capacitors in system
% num_ind: number of meta inductors in system
% model_name: name of model
%
% Outputs:
% fail_rate: returns the failure rate that the function grabs
function fail_rate = grab_fail_rate(comp_num, type_fault, num_cap,...
num_ind, model_name)
k = comp_num;
i = type_fault;
% Finds the component desired, then finding the fault that occurred to
% know where the fault occurred and the corresponding failure rate of the
% fault injected
% Need to add code to add Meta_capacitor and Meta_capacitor1 b/c of the
% numbering from PLECS
% Start iterating through injecting faults into capacitors first
if k <= num_cap
if k == 1 % Refers to component Meta_capacitor (if exisits)
temp_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_capacitor’];
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temp_param = [’fail_rate_’ num2str(i)];
temp_fail_rate = plecsedit(’get’, temp_path, temp_param);
else % k > 1
temp_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_capacitor’ num2str(k-1)];
temp_param = [’fail_rate_’ num2str(i)];
temp_fail_rate = plecsedit(’get’, temp_path, temp_param);
end
% Iterate through injecting faults into inductors
elseif ((k > num_cap) && (k <= num_cap + num_ind))
if k == num_cap + 1
temp_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_inductor’];
temp_param = [’fail_rate_’ num2str(i)];
temp_fail_rate = plecsedit(’get’, temp_path, temp_param);
else
temp_path =...
[model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_inductor’ num2str(k-1-num_cap)];
temp_param = [’fail_rate_’ num2str(i)];
temp_fail_rate = plecsedit(’get’, temp_path, temp_param);
end
% k > num_cap + num_ind % Iterate through injecting faults into resistors
else
if k == num_cap + num_ind + 1
temp_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_resistor’];
temp_param = [’fail_rate_’ num2str(i)];
temp_fail_rate = plecsedit(’get’, temp_path, temp_param);
else
temp_path =...
[model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_resistor’ num2str(k-1-num_cap-num_ind)];
temp_param = [’fail_rate_’ num2str(i)];
temp_fail_rate = plecsedit(’get’, temp_path, temp_param);
end
end
fail_rate = temp_fail_rate;
end
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ECRT - help dialog create.m
% Frank Lam
% 9/23/09
% help_dialog_create.m
% This .m file creates the help message box accessible from the user
% interface. It gives instructions on the steps the user needs to take in
% order to use this tool.
%
% Inputs:
% NONE
%
% Outputs:
% help_message: the text to be displayed in the help box accessible
% form the user interface
function help_message = help_dialog_create()
msgboxText{1} = [’This tool assesses the reliability of electrical ’...
’circuits using Markov models, fault-injection methods, and Monte ’...
’Carlo simulations used to compute the coverage of the system.’];
msgboxText{2} = ’’;
msgboxText{3} = [’1) Build circuit in untitled_meta_circuit.mdl and ’...
’re-name file’];
msgboxText{4} = ’ - Naming components:’;
msgboxText{5} = [’ -- Do not change the ’’Name’’ ’...
’parameter of the meta’];
msgboxText{6} = [’ components. The naming of the meta ’...
’components should be:’];
msgboxText{7} = [’ ’’Meta_COMPONENT’’, ’...
’’’Meta_COMPONENT1’’, ’’Meta_COMPONENT2’’,’];
msgboxText{8} = [’ etc. e.g. Meta_inductor, ’...
’Meta_inductor1, Meta_inductor2,’];
msgboxText{9} = [’ etc. Only if the numbering of the ’...
’meta components is’];
msgboxText{10} =[’ incorrect should you change the ’...
’’’Name’’ parameter.’];
msgboxText{11} =[’ -- The voltage and current sources ’...
’are named similarly:’];
msgboxText{12} = [’ - Voltage, Voltage1, ’...
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’Voltage2,...’];
msgboxText{13} = [’ - Current, Current1, ’...
’Current2,...’];
msgboxText{14} = [’ - Entering parameters into components’];
msgboxText{15} = [’ -- In meta comopnents:’];
msgboxText{16} = [’ - Enter: Resistances, ’...
’inductances, capacitances’];
msgboxText{17} = [’ - Enter: Failure rates for ’...
’failures’];
msgboxText{18} = [’ - Don’’t enter anything ’...
’into failure_mode or’];
msgboxText{19} = [’ initial voltage/capacitance’];
msgboxText{20} = [’ -- In voltage/current input sources:’];
msgboxText{21} = [’ - Enter in: nominal value ’...
’of the input sources’];
msgboxText{22} = ’’;
msgboxText{23} = [’2) Count the number of meta components and ’...
’voltage/current sources used’];
msgboxText{24} = [’ to build model and input.’];
msgboxText{25} = ’’;
msgboxText{26} = [’3) Compute Reliability’];
msgboxText{27} = ’’;
msgboxText{28} = [’4) Detailed results can be found in an .xls file ’...
’in the current directory’];
msgboxText{29} = [’ in the file named: MODEL_NAME_results.xls’];
msgboxText{30} = ’’;
msgboxText{31} = ’’;
msgboxText{32} = ’’;
help_message = msgboxText;
end
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ECRT - help dialog exceptions create.m
% Frank Lam
% 9/24/09
% help_dialog_exceptions_create.m
% This .m file creates the exceptions help message box accessible from the
% user interface. It gives instructions on what the exceptions input means.
% Refer to fault_exceptions.m for more information.
%
% Inputs:
% NONE
%
% Outputs:
% help_message: the text to be displayed in the help box accessible
% form the user interface
%
% Purpose:
%
% The purpose of the "Exceptions" input is to manually account for any
% fault sequences that the user knows will automatically cause the system
% to fail. In these cases, the user is to input these types of fault
% sequence(s) so that the tool will automatically count the state
% corresponding to that fault sequence as a failed state.
%
% In particular, KVL and KCL rules must not be violated when simulating the
% circuit. For example, an open circuit fault may occur in front of an
% inductor. This would violate KCL rules if the inductor has an initial
% current. KCL rules are also violated if an inductor was connected in
% series with a current source. Additionally, connecting a voltage source
% in parallel with a capacitor violates KVL rules. Short circuiting a
% capacitor with initial voltage also violates KVL rules. At the present
% version, the tool developed does not have the smartness needed to detect
% these KVL and KCL violations. Accordingly, they must be entered in
% manually.
%
% Format:
%
% Enter in the exceptions fault sequence in matrix form (i.e. [a, b, c;
% d,...]) starting with meta capacitors, meta inductors, then meta
% resistors (and in the correct numbered order of each of the meta
% components).
%
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% In the sequence, the types of faults are to be entered in:
% 0 - nominal (no-fault)
% 1 - open circuit
% 2 - short circuit
% 3 - % drop of capacitance/inductance/resistance
%
% For example: in a 1 meta capacitor, 1 meta inductor, and 2 meta resistors
% system, if short circuits occurring in the inductor and the first
% resistor violates KVL/KCL, the fault sequence is: [0 2 2 0]. If an open
% circuit in both resistors violates KVL/KCL, then the fault sequence is:
% [0 0 1 1]. Since there is two fault sequence exceptions that violates
% KVL/KCL in this circuit, the user should enter in [0 2 2 0; 0 0 1 1] (or
% alternatively [0 0 1 1; 0 2 2 0], as order of the exceptions sequences
% inputed does not matter).
%
% Note:
%
% Only the portion of the fault sequence causing the KVL/KCL violations
% needs to be entered. This script finds all the fault sequence that
% contain this problematic sequence. For example: in a 4 component system,
% if an open circuit from component1 causes a KVL/KCL violation, then the
% only exception needed to enter is: [1 0 0 0]. This script will then
% recognize a fault sequence of [1 2 0 0] (as the same violation will
% result despite being the second fault occuring in the system) and will
% omit all simulations with similar fault sequence.
function help_message = help_dialog_exceptions_create()
msgboxText{1} = [’Purpose:’];
msgboxText{2} = [ ’’];
msgboxText{3} = [’The purpose of the "Exceptions" input is to manually ’...
’account for any fault sequences that the user knows will ’...
’automatically cause the system to fail. In these cases, the user ’...
’is to input these types of fault sequence(s) so that the tool ’...
’will automatically count the state corresponding to that fault ’...
’sequence as a failed state.’;
msgboxText{4} = [’’];
msgboxText{5} = [’In particular, KVL and KCL rules must not be ’...
’violated when simulating the circuit. For example, an open circut ’...
’fault may occur in front of an inductor. This would violate KCL ’...
’rules if the inductor has an initial current. KCL rules are also ’...
’violated if an inductor was connected in series with a current ’...
’source. Additionally, connecting a voltage source in parallel ’...
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’with a capacitor violates KVL rules. Short circuiting a ’...
’capacitor with initial voltage also violates KVL rules. At the ’...
’present version, the tool developed does not have the smartness ’...
’needed to detect these KVL and KCL violations. Accordingly, they ’...
’must be entered in manually.’];
msgboxText{7} = [’’];
msgboxText{8} = [’Format:’];
msgboxText{9} = [’’];
msgboxText{10} = [’Enter in the exceptions fault sequence in matrix ’...
’form (i.e. [a, b, c]; d,...]) starting with meta capacitors, ’...
’meta inductors, then meta resistors (and in the correct numbered ’...
’order of each of the meta components).’];
msgboxText{11} = [’’];
msgboxText{12} = [’In the sequence, the types of faults are to be ’...
’entered in:’];
msgboxText{13} = [’ 0 - nominal (no-fault)’];
msgboxText{14} = [’ 1 - open circuit’];
msgboxText{15} = [’ 2 - short circuit’];
msgboxText{16} = [’ 3 - % drop of capacitance/inductance/resistance’];
msgboxText{17} = [’’];
msgboxText{18} = [’For example: in a 1 meta capacitor, 1 meta ’...
’inductor, and 2 meta resistors system, if short circuits ’...
’occurring in the inductor and the first resistor violates ’...
’KVL/KCL, the fault sequence is: [0 2 2 0]. If an open circuit ’...
’in both resistors violates KVL/KCL, then the fault sequence ’...
’is: [0 0 1 1]. Since there is two fault sequence exceptions ’...
’that violates KVL/KCL in this circuit, the user should enter ’...
’in [0 2 2 0]; 0 0 1 1] (or alternatively [0 0 1 1]; 0 2 2 0]).’];
msgboxText{19} = [’’];
msgboxText{20} = [’Note:’];
msgboxText{21} = [’’];
msgboxText{22} = [’Only the portion of the fault sequence causing the ’...
’KVL/KCL violations needs to be entered. This tool finds all the ’...
’fault sequence that contain this problematic sequence. For ’...
’example: in a 4 component system, if an open circuit from the ’...
’first component causes a KVL/KCL violation, then the only ’...
’exception needed to enter is: [1 0 0 0]. This script will then ’...
’recognize a fault sequence of [1 2 0 0] (as the same violation ’...
’will result despite being the second fault occuring in the ’...
’system) and will omit all simulations with similar fault sequence.’];
msgboxText{23} = [’’];
msgboxText{24} = [’’];
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help_message = [ msgboxText];
end
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ECRT - init comp.m
% Frank Lam
% Created: 7/17/09
% init_comp.m
%
% This .m file initializes the failure components by adding the ’failX’
% variable to each of the components "failure_mode" parameter and also adds
% the fault injection time to each of the failure components.
%
% Inputs:
% model_name: name of model
% num_res: number of resistors in circuit
% num_cap: number of capacitors in circuit
% num_ind: number of inductors in circuit
%
% Outputs:
% NONE
function init_comp(model_name, num_res, num_cap, num_ind)
% Initializes the meta components starting with capacitors, then inductors
% followed by resistors. Sets the ’failX’ variable into each meta
% component’s failure_mode field.
% Meta Capacitors
numbering = 1;
if num_cap > 0
cap_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_capacitor’];
failname = [’fail’ num2str(numbering)];
plecsedit(’set’, cap_path, ’failure_mode’, failname);
numbering = numbering + 1;
for i = 2:num_cap
path = [cap_path num2str(i-1)];
failname = [’fail’ num2str(numbering)];
plecsedit(’set’, path, ’failure_mode’, failname)
numbering = numbering + 1;
end
end
% Meta Inductors
if num_ind > 0
ind_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_inductor’];
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failname = [’fail’ num2str(numbering)];
plecsedit(’set’, ind_path, ’failure_mode’, failname);
numbering = numbering + 1;
for i = 2:num_ind
path = [ind_path num2str(i-1)];
failname = [’fail’ num2str(numbering)];
plecsedit(’set’, path, ’failure_mode’, failname)
numbering = numbering + 1;
end
end
% Meta Resistors
if num_res > 0
res_path = [model_name ’/Circuit/Meta_resistor’];
failname = [’fail’ num2str(numbering)];
plecsedit(’set’, res_path, ’failure_mode’, failname);
numbering = numbering + 1;
for i = 2:num_res
path = [res_path num2str(i-1)];
failname = [’fail’ num2str(numbering)];
plecsedit(’set’, path, ’failure_mode’, failname)
numbering = numbering + 1;
end
end
end
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ECRT - init inputs.m
% Frank Lam
% 7/22/09
% init_inputs.m
%
% This .m file initializes the input sources by taking the nominal values
% from the model and storing it to be used to modify in the Monte Carlo
% simulations. It replaces the values with variables, so that the inputs
% can be easily changed by changing the variables rather than manually
% going into each part to change the values.
%
% Inputs:
% model_name: name of model
% num_vol: number of voltage source inputs in circuit
% num_cur: number of current source inputs in circuit
%
% Outputs:
% volt_nom: array of nominal voltage source values
% curr_nom: array of nominal current source values
function [volt_nom, curr_nom]=init_inputs(model_name, num_vol, num_cur)
% Initializing inputs starting first with voltage sources followed by
% current sources.
% Voltage source inputs
volt_nom = zeros(num_vol,1);
if num_vol > 0
volt_nom(1) = str2num(get_param([model_name ’/Voltage’], ’Value’));
set_param([model_name ’/Voltage’], ’Value’, ’volt1’)
for i = 2:num_vol
path = [model_name ’/Voltage’ num2str(i-1)];
volt_nom(i) = str2num(get_param(path, ’Value’));
volt_str = [’volt’ num2str(i)];
set_param(path, ’Value’, volt_str)
end
else
volt_nom = [];
end
% Current source inputs
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curr_nom = zeros(num_cur,1);
if num_cur > 0
curr_nom(1) = str2num(get_param([model_name ’/Current’], ’Value’));
set_param([model_name ’/Current’], ’Value’, ’curr1’)
for i = 2:num_cur
path = [model_name ’/Current’ num2str(i-1)];
curr_nom(i) = str2num(get_param(path, ’Value’));
curr_str = [’curr’ num2str(i)];
set_param(path, ’Value’, curr_str)
end
else
curr_nom = [];
end
end
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ECRT - initialize nominal.m
% Frank Lam
% 10/18/09
% initialize_nominal.m
%
% This script initializes the nominal state for the tool. It first evolves
% the trajectories from the origin to determine the steady state points
% based on all possible max/min input combinations to the system. From
% there, it uses each of the steady state points and simulates the system
% again for all possible max/min input combinations to determine the actual
% reach set of the system at nominal conditions. Once these simulations are
% complete, a bounding ellipsoid is determined for all the trajectories
% from all the simulations run. Then, points are taken from the surface of
% the bounding ellipsoid and run again for all possible max/min inputs.
% This process is repeated until the bounding ellipsoid is no longer
% getting bigger. The result is a bounding ellipsoid that contains the
% reach set for the nominal system. Accordingly, the ellipsoid found is
% invariant and every trajectory that starts within the bounding ellipsoid
% will remain within that ellipsoid for all possible inputs (the inputs are
% bounded by the max/min values). This ellipsoid will then be used as the
% initial conditions for the states that transitioned from the nominal
% state.
%
% INPUTS:
% model_name: model name
% sim_time: simulation time of circuit
% num_cap: number of meta capacitors in the model
% num_ind: number of meta inductors in the model
% num_volt: number of voltage inputs in the model
% num_curr: number of current inputs in the model
% present_fault_matrix: present state’s faults in each component
% input_nominals: nominal voltage and current input values
% perf_per: This is the performance requirement percent that creates
% the polytope bouding the performance requirements
% input_percent: input +/- percent to determine max/min of inputs
%
% OUTPUTS:
% state_bounds_ellip: This is the ellipsoid that bounds the
% voltage/current states for the nominal Markov state
% new_perf_req: This outputs the performance requirements for the
% entire system after it is created in this script. Each column
% corresponds to the perf. for that particular state. The first row
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% is the max, and the second row is the min. These two values bound
% the allowable performance by that state.
function [state_bounds_ellip new_perf_req] = initialize_nominal(...
model_name, sim_time, num_cap, num_ind, num_volt, num_curr,...
present_fault_matrix, input_nominals, perf_per, input_percent)
% Setting the i.c. to 0 for the initial trajectories
x_zero = zeros(1,num_cap+num_ind);
starting_pts = x_zero;
% First trajectory evolving from origin
trajec_pts = pts_to_ellipsoid_to_trajec_pts_tool(starting_pts,...
num_cap, num_ind, num_volt, num_curr, model_name,...
present_fault_matrix, input_nominals, sim_time, input_percent);
% Bounding ellipsoid computed
E1 = points_to_bounding_ellipsoid_tool(trajec_pts);
% Points are found on the surface of the ellipsoid
support_fcn_pts = ellipsoid_to_support_fcn_pts_tool(E1);
% Repeat this function until the bounding ellipsoid encompasses the reach
% set. It’ll max out at 10 iterations, but more than likely, the stopping
% criteria at the end of the loop will break out of this well before 10
% iterations.
for i = 1:10
% Compute bounding ellipsoid using the points from the surface of the
% bounding ellipsoid
trajec_pts2 = pts_to_ellipsoid_to_trajec_pts_tool(support_fcn_pts,...
num_cap, num_ind, num_volt, num_curr, model_name,...
present_fault_matrix, input_nominals, sim_time, input_percent);
% Accumulating all of the trajectory points encountered in order for
% newest ellipsoid to bound it all
trajec_pts = [trajec_pts;trajec_pts2];
% Computing bounding ellipsoid of all the points
E2 = points_to_bounding_ellipsoid_tool(trajec_pts);
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% If the latest ellipsoid is not getting any bigger, then stop. There
% are a few conditions to check this: one of them is if the difference
% between the content of the next ellipsoid computed and the previous
% ellipsoid is less than 1/2 of 1% of the new ellipsoid, then stop.
% Otherwise, evolve trajectories again and continue to find reach set.
V1 = volume(E1);
V2 = volume(E2);
if (E2 < E1) || (E1 == E2) || abs(V1-V2) < V2*.005
break
else%if E2 > E1
support_fcn_pts = ellipsoid_to_support_fcn_pts_tool(E2);
E1 = E2;
end
end
% Performance requirements
% new_perf_req is a 2 rowed, (#states) columned matrix where row 1 =
% max + performance percent of each state’s results, row 2 = min of each
% state’s results - performance percent. This gives an upper and lower
% bound defining the performance requirements of each state (and inputs
% tracked)
% This sets perf. req. for the voltage and current states
for q = 1:num_cap+num_ind
temp_max = max(trajec_pts(:,q));
temp_min = min(trajec_pts(:,q));
new_perf_req(1,q) = temp_max + perf_per * (temp_max - temp_min);
new_perf_req(2,q) = temp_min - perf_per * (temp_max - temp_min);
end
% This returns the ellipsoid bounding the i.c.
state_bounds_ellip = E2;
end
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ECRT - input comb.m
% Frank Lam
% 10/13/09
% input_comb.m
% Written by Xiangyu Ding. Modified by Frank Lam.
%
% This .m file is used to create a matrix that has all the combinations of
% min and max inputs. For example, if there are two inputs with nominal
% values of 5 and 10, and the percent tolerance is +/- 20%, the matrix
% outputted will be [4, 8; 4, 12; 6, 8; 6, 12] (not necessarily in that
% order).
%
% INPUTS:
% num_inputs: number of inputs in the system
% nominal_input: a column matrix consisting of numinputs number of rows
% that store the nominal values for the inputs
% input_percent: percent tolerance from nominal input
%
% OUTPUTS:
% matrix_input_comb: matrix of all input combinations. Each column
% corresponds to that particular input order number. Each row
% corresponds to a different input combination.
function matrix_input_comb = input_comb(num_inputs, nominal_input,...
input_percent)
input = nominal_input;
% Initiializing the output matrix.
counter = 2^num_inputs;
output = zeros(counter,num_inputs);
% Create the output matrix with all possible max/min combinations of its
% inputs.
for position = 1:num_inputs
inteval = counter/(2^position);
max = input(position)*(1 + input_percent);
min = input(position)*(1 - input_percent);
check = 0;
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for index=1:inteval:counter
if (check==0)
output(index:(index+inteval-1),position)=max;
check = 1;
else
output(index:(index+inteval-1),position)=min;
check = 0;
end
end
end
matrix_input_comb = output;
end
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ECRT - markov mod solver.m
% Frank Lam
% 8/13/09
% markov_mod_solver.m
%
% This .m file takes a state transition matrix and solves the differential
% equation associated with the Markov Model.
%
% Inputs:
% trans_matrix: state_transition matrix
% eval_time: time for diff. eq. evaluation (simulation time)
%
% Outputs:
% t: Column vector of time points
% p: Solution array. Each row in p corresponds to the probability that
% the system is at the state
function [t p] = markov_mod_solver(trans_matrix, eval_time)
num_states = length(trans_matrix(:,1));
% Initial condition
p0 = zeros(num_states, 1);
p0(1,1) = 1;
tspan = [0 eval_time];
options = odeset(’RelTol’,1.e-4);
% Calling ode23 solver
[t,p] = ode23(@dpdtFunction,tspan,p0,options);
function dpdt = dpdtFunction(t,p)
dpdt = trans_matrix*p;
end
end
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ECRT - points to bounding ellipsoid tool.m
% Frank Lam
% 10/12/09
% points_to_bounding_ellipsoid_tool.m
%
% This .m file takes a set of points (each row corresponds to each point)
% and finds the ellipsoid that bounds these points.
%
% INPUTS:
% x_order: each row corresponds to a set of points in trajectory
%
% OUTPUTS:
% E: Bounding ellipsoid of points from input
function E = points_to_bounding_ellipsoid_tool(x_order)
E = ell_enclose(x_order’); % Make sure you remember the transpose!
end
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ECRT - pts to ellip coverage.m
% Frank Lam
% 10/18/09
% pts_to_ellip_coverage.m
%
% This .m file is very similar to pts_to_ellipsoid_to_trajec_pts_tool.m.
% However, this iteratively computes the coverage which is different. It
% also doens’t define the performance requirements. Rather, it uses the
% performance requirements to determine if the trajectory found is within
% the performance requirements. If it is, then it’ll save the points to be
% output. It also computes the coverage for this round of simulations and
% outputs the counts. This is the main simulation file for the coverage
% computation
%
% INPUTS:
% starting_pts: given in num_states x num_pts matrix. Each row
% corresponds to one set of points.
% num_cap: number of meta capacitors in the model
% num_ind: number of meta inductors in the model
% num_volt: number of voltage inputs in the model
% num_curr: number of current inputs in the model
% model_name: model name
% present_fault_matrix: present state’s faults in each component
% input_nominals: nominal voltage and current input values
% sim_time: simulation time of circuit
% perf_req: This contains the performance requirements for the entire
% system. Each column corresponds to the perf. for that particular
% state. The first row is the max, and the second row is the min.
% These two values bound the allowable performance by that state.
% new_cov_count: This is the most up-to-date total of number of times
% that the trajectory escaped from the performance requirements
% new_cov_count_total: This is the total number of simulations run
% input_percent: input +/- percent to determine max/min of inputs
%
% OUTPUTS:
% trajec_pts: The trajectories are computed for all input and the
% points are outputted. Each row corresponds to one set of points.
% new_cov_count: Updates the new_cov_count with this batch of
% simulations’ data
% new_cov_count_total: Updates the new_cov_count with this batch of
% simulations’ data
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function [trajec_pts new_cov_count new_cov_count_total]=...
pts_to_ellip_coverage(starting_pts, num_cap, num_ind, num_volt,...
num_curr, model_name,present_fault_matrix, input_nominals,...
sim_time, perf_req, new_cov_count, new_cov_count_total, input_per)
num_states = num_cap+num_ind;
num_pts_per_trajec = 20;
num_inputs = num_volt+num_curr;
matrix_input_comb = input_comb(num_inputs, input_nominals, input_per);
len_start_pts = length(starting_pts(:,1));
cov_count = len_start_pts*2^num_inputs;
cov_count_total = cov_count;
count_sims = 1;
for i = 1:len_start_pts
for j = 1:2^num_inputs
% Assigns voltage inputs
for m = 1:num_volt
temp_volt_ic = matrix_input_comb(j,m);
assignin(’base’, ’voltage’ ,temp_volt_ic)
evalin(’base’, [’volt’ num2str(m) ’= voltage;’])
end
% Assigns current inputs
for n = 1:num_curr
temp_curr_ic = matrix_input_comb(j,num_volt+n);
assignin(’base’, ’current’ ,temp_curr_ic)
evalin(’base’, [’curr’ num2str(n) ’= current;’])
end
x_ic = (starting_pts(i,:));
% ellip_ic_pts needs a row vector
assign_initial_conditions(num_cap, num_ind, model_name,...
present_fault_matrix, x_ic)
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[time x_sim] = sim(model_name, [0 sim_time]);
% This is where the search for states will go. The plan is to grab
% data from the [t x]=sim... line and rearrange the data into
% results that can be kept tracked of.
ordered_states_mat = state_ordering(model_name, num_cap, num_ind);
sim_out_ordered = state_ordering_results(num_cap, num_ind,...
x_sim, ordered_states_mat, present_fault_matrix);
% Grabbing size of results - need to figure out bounds of iteration
[w_len, v_len] = size(sim_out_ordered(:,:));
% Checking to see if within perf. req.
% flag = 1 means inside perf. req
% flag = 0 means outside perf. req
flag = 1;
for w = 1:w_len
for v = 1:v_len
if (sim_out_ordered(w,v) < perf_req(2,v)) ||...
(sim_out_ordered(w,v) > perf_req(1,v))
cov_count = cov_count - 1;
flag = 0;
% This statement breaks out of innerloop if outside
% performance requirements.
break
end
end
% This if-statement breaks out of outerloop if outside
% performance requirements.
if flag == 0
break
end
end
% Stores the results in a matrix if the trajectories remain within
% the performance requirements.
if flag == 1
len = length(sim_out_ordered(:,1));
interval = floor(len/num_pts_per_trajec);
for p = 1:num_pts_per_trajec
for k = 1:num_states
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% Grab results from the simulation and put them into
% rows. Each column is the p-th point. Each row
% consists of the first simulation and all its states.
% Then the ensuing rows are filled in with the next
% simulation and its states.
x_matrix1((count_sims-1)*num_states+k,p) =...
sim_out_ordered(p*interval-interval+1,k);
end
end
count_sims = count_sims + 1;
end
end
end
% Puts all the points into num_states number of columns for use in ET.
% Each row = 1 point.
count = 1;
count_1 = 1;
x_reorder = zeros(num_pts_per_trajec*count_sims, num_states);
for i = 1:count_sims-1
for p = 1:num_pts_per_trajec % Number of pts taken from each trajectory
for k = 1:num_states % Number of states
x_reorder(count,k) = x_matrix1((count_1-1)*num_states+k,p);
end
count = count + 1;
end
count_1 = count_1 + 1;
end
% Contains all the trajectory points in matrix. Each row = 1 point.
trajec_pts = x_reorder;
% Total number of times trajectory stayed within perf. req.
new_cov_count = new_cov_count + cov_count;
% Total number of simulations
new_cov_count_total = new_cov_count_total + cov_count_total;
end
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ECRT - pts to ellipsoid to trajec pts tool.m
% Frank Lam
% 10/13/09
% pts_to_ellipsoid_to_trajec_pts.m
%
% This .m file is used for the nominal condition with no faults. It
% takes the starting points inputted and the nominal input values and
% simulates the system at each starting point and at every combination of
% inputs possible. It then outputs a matrix containing all the points from
% the many simulations run. Each row corresponds to a set of points.
% (Later, these sets of points will be bounded by an ellipsoid.)
%
% INPUTS:
% starting_pts: given in num_states x num_pts matrix. Each row
% corresponds to one set of points.
% num_cap: number of meta capacitors in the model
% num_ind: number of meta inductors in the model
% num_volt: number of voltage inputs in the model
% num_curr: number of current inputs in the model
% model_name: model name
% present_fault_matrix: present state’s faults in each component
% input_nominals: nominal voltage and current input values
% sim_time: simulation time of circuit
% input_percent: input +/- percent to determine max/min of inputs
%
% OUTPUTS:
% trajec_pts: The trajectories are computed for all input and the
% points are outputted. Each row corresponds to one set of points.
%
function trajec_pts = pts_to_ellipsoid_to_trajec_pts_tool(starting_pts,...
num_cap, num_ind, num_volt, num_curr, model_name,...
present_fault_matrix, input_nominals, sim_time, input_percent)
% Initializing some variables to be used later.
% This is the number of voltage/current states in the system.
num_states = num_cap+num_ind;
% Number of inputs in the system.
num_inputs = num_volt+num_curr;
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% This is the number of points per trajectory that it samples from.
num_pts_per_trajec = 20;
% This grabs the input combinations and stores all the combinations into a
% matrix. Each column corresponds to a particular input and each row
% corresponds to the input combination for that simulation.
matrix_input_comb = input_comb(num_inputs, input_nominals, input_percent);
% Counts the number of starting points to simulate from as the initial
% condition.
len_start_pts = length(starting_pts(:,1));
% Iterating through the number of starting points and number of inputs. The
% count_1 index keeps track of the number of simulations performed. This is
% useful for organizing the data later in the script.
count_1 = 1;
for i = 1:len_start_pts
for j = 1:2^num_inputs
% Assigns voltage inputs
for m = 1:num_volt
temp_volt_ic = matrix_input_comb(j,m);
assignin(’base’, ’voltage’ ,temp_volt_ic)
evalin(’base’, [’volt’ num2str(m) ’= voltage;’])
end
% Assigns current inputs
for n = 1:num_curr
temp_curr_ic = matrix_input_comb(j,num_volt+n);
assignin(’base’, ’current’ ,temp_curr_ic)
evalin(’base’, [’curr’ num2str(n) ’= current;’])
end
% Grabbing the next point on list to set as initial condition
x_ic = (starting_pts(i,:));
% Assigning initial conditions in the model (ellip_ic_pts needs a
% row vector)
assign_initial_conditions(num_cap, num_ind, model_name,...
present_fault_matrix, x_ic)
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% Running simulation
[time x_sim] = sim(model_name, [0 sim_time]);
% This is where the search for states will go. The plan is to grab
% data from the [t x]=sim... line and rearrange the data into
% results that can be kept tracked of.
ordered_states_mat = state_ordering(model_name, num_cap, num_ind);
sim_out_ordered = state_ordering_results(num_cap, num_ind,...
x_sim, ordered_states_mat, present_fault_matrix);
% This takes the trajectories and grabs spaced points to determine
% the trajectory while sampling only a few points. It then stores
% the points.
len = length(sim_out_ordered(:,1));
interval = floor(len/num_pts_per_trajec);
for p = 1:num_pts_per_trajec
for k = 1:num_states
% Grab results from the simulation and put them into rows.
% Each column is the p-th point. Each row consists of the
% first simulation and all its states. Then the ensuing
% rows are filled in with the next simulation and its
% states.
x_matrix1((count_1-1)*num_states+k,p) = sim_out_ordered(...
p*interval-interval+1,k);
end
end
count_1 = count_1 + 1;
end
end
% Puts all the points into num_states number of columns for use in ET. Each
% row = 1 point. We know the size of x_reorder because we know the number
% of trajectories, the number of starting points and the number of inputs.
% Accordingly, the loop is coding with these variables known. When
% computing coverage, the trajectories that escape the performance
% requirements change the number of rows in x_reorder. Thus, we can’t
% hardcode the number like we’re doing here. We can do this here because
% this script is used for the nominal condition where it’s assumed that all
% trajectories are within the performance requirements.
count = 1;
count_1 = 1;
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x_reorder=zeros(num_pts_per_trajec*len_start_pts*2^num_inputs, num_states);
% Number of max/min combinations of input
for i = 1:2^num_inputs
% Number of starting points
for j = 1:len_start_pts
% Number of points taken from each trajectory
for p = 1:num_pts_per_trajec
% Number of states
for k = 1:num_states
x_reorder(count,k) = x_matrix1((count_1-1)*num_states+k,p);
end
count = count + 1;
end
count_1 = count_1 + 1;
end
end
% Contains all the trajectory points in matrix. Each row = 1 point.
trajec_pts = x_reorder;
end
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ECRT - reliability tool ui.m
% Frank Lam
% 10/19/09
% reliability_tool_ui.m
%
% This is the .m file used with the GUI for the Electrical Circuits
% Reliability Tool.
function varargout = reliability_tool_ui(varargin)
% RELIABILITY_TOOL_UI M-file for reliability_tool_ui.fig
% RELIABILITY_TOOL_UI, by itself, creates a new RELIABILITY_TOOL_UI or
% raises the existing singleton*.
%
% H = RELIABILITY_TOOL_UI returns the handle to a new
% RELIABILITY_TOOL_UI or the handle to the existing singleton*.
%
% RELIABILITY_TOOL_UI(’CALLBACK’,hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls
% the local function named CALLBACK in RELIABILITY_TOOL_UI.M with the
% given input arguments.
%
% RELIABILITY_TOOL_UI(’Property’,’Value’,...) creates a new
% RELIABILITY_TOOL_UI or raises the existing singleton*. Starting
% from the left, property value pairs are applied to the GUI before
% reliability_tool_ui_OpeningFcn gets called. An unrecognized
% property name or invalid value makes property application stop. All
% inputs are passed to reliability_tool_ui_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE’s Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one
% instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help reliability_tool_ui
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 20-Oct-2009 22:13:56
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct(’gui_Name’, mfilename, ...
’gui_Singleton’, gui_Singleton, ...
’gui_OpeningFcn’, @reliability_tool_ui_OpeningFcn, ...
’gui_OutputFcn’, @reliability_tool_ui_OutputFcn, ...
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’gui_LayoutFcn’, [] , ...
’gui_Callback’, []);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before reliability_tool_ui is made visible.
function reliability_tool_ui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles,...
varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin command line arguments to reliability_tool_ui (see VARARGIN)
% Choose default command line output for reliability_tool_ui
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% UIWAIT makes reliability_tool_ui wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = reliability_tool_ui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata,...
handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
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function slider_time_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_time_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of slider_time_text as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of
% slider_time_text as a double
%get the string for the editText component
sliderValue = get(handles.slider_time_text,’String’);
%convert from string to number if possible, otherwise returns empty
sliderValue = str2num(sliderValue);
%If user inputs something is not a number, or if the input is less than 0
%or greater than 10, then the slider value defaults to 5, 0.1, and 10
%respectively.
if isempty(sliderValue)
set(handles.slider_time,’Value’,5);
set(handles.slider_time_text,’String’,’5’);
sliderValue = 5;
elseif sliderValue < 0
set(handles.slider_time,’Value’,0.1);
set(handles.slider_time_text,’String’,’0.1’);
sliderValue = 0.1;
elseif sliderValue > 10
set(handles.slider_time,’Value’,10);
set(handles.slider_time_text,’String’,’10’);
sliderValue = 10;
else
set(handles.slider_time,’Value’,sliderValue);
end
% handles.slider_time_text = sliderValue;
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function slider_time_text_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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% hObject handle to slider_time_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function slider_perf_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_perf_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of slider_perf_text as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of
% slider_perf_text as a double
%get the string for the editText component
sliderValue = get(handles.slider_perf_text,’String’);
%convert from string to number if possible, otherwise returns empty
sliderValue = str2num(sliderValue);
%If user inputs something is not a number, or if the input is less than 0
%or greater than 1, then the slider value defaults to 0.25, 0.1, or 1.0
%respectively
if isempty(sliderValue)
set(handles.slider_perf,’Value’,0.25);
set(handles.slider_perf_text,’String’,’0.25’);
sliderValue = 0.25;
elseif sliderValue < 0
set(handles.slider_perf,’Value’,0.01);
set(handles.slider_perf_text,’String’,’0.01’);
sliderValue = 0.01;
elseif sliderValue > 1
set(handles.slider_perf,’Value’,1);
set(handles.slider_perf_text,’String’,’1.0’);
sliderValue = 1;
else
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set(handles.slider_perf,’Value’,sliderValue);
end
% handles.slider_perf_text = sliderValue;
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on slider movement.
function slider_perf_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_perf (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’Value’) returns position of slider
% get(hObject,’Min’) and get(hObject,’Max’) to determine range of
% slider
%obtains the slider value from the slider component
sliderValue = get(handles.slider_perf,’Value’);
%puts the slider value into the edit text component
set(handles.slider_perf_text,’String’, num2str(sliderValue));
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function slider_perf_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_perf (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray background.
if isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,[.9 .9 .9]);
end
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function slider_perf_text_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_perf_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
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% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
% --- Executes on slider movement.
function slider_time_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_time (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’Value’) returns position of slider
% get(hObject,’Min’) and get(hObject,’Max’) to determine range of
% slider
%obtains the slider value from the slider component
sliderValue = get(handles.slider_time,’Value’);
%puts the slider value into the edit text component
set(handles.slider_time_text,’String’, num2str(sliderValue));
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function slider_time_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_time (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray background.
if isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,[.9 .9 .9]);
end
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function mdl_model_name_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to mdl_model_name (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of mdl_model_name as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of
% mdl_model_name as a double
% handles.mdl_model_name = get(hObject,’String’);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function mdl_model_name_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to mdl_model_name (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function numb_volt_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_volt (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of numb_volt as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of numb_volt as
% a double
volt = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
%checks to see if input is empty. if so, default to zero. If value is a
%double, then round to nearest integer.
if (isempty(volt))
set(handles.numb_volt,’String’,’0’);
elseif volt < 0
errordlg(’Number of voltage sources must be must be non-negative.’,...
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’Error’);
set(handles.numb_volt,’String’,’0’);
elseif volt/round(volt)~=1
temp = num2str(round(volt));
set(handles.numb_volt,’String’,temp);
end
% handles.numb_volt = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function numb_volt_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_volt (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function numb_curr_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_curr (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of numb_curr as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of numb_curr as
% a double
curr = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
%checks to see if input is empty. if so, default to zero. If value is a
%double, then round to nearest integer.
if (isempty(curr))
set(handles.numb_curr,’String’,’0’);
elseif curr < 0
errordlg(’Number of current sources must be must be non-negative.’,...
’Error’);
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set(handles.numb_curr,’String’,’0’);
elseif curr/round(curr)~=1
temp = num2str(round(curr));
set(handles.numb_curr,’String’,temp);
end
% handles.numb_curr = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function numb_curr_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_curr (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function numb_cap_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_cap (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of numb_cap as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of numb_cap as
% a double
cap = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
%checks to see if input is empty. if so, default to zero. If value is a
%double, then round to nearest integer.
if (isempty(cap))
set(handles.numb_cap,’String’,’0’);
elseif cap < 0
errordlg(’Number of meta capacitors must be non-negative.’,’Error’);
set(handles.numb_cap,’String’,’0’);
elseif cap/round(cap)~=1
temp = num2str(round(cap));
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set(handles.numb_cap,’String’,temp);
end
% handles.numb_cap = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function numb_cap_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_cap (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function numb_ind_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_ind (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of numb_ind as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of numb_ind as
% a double
ind = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
%checks to see if input is empty. if so, default to zero. If value is a
%double, then round to nearest integer.
if (isempty(ind))
set(handles.numb_ind,’String’,’0’);
elseif ind < 0
errordlg(’Number of meta inductors must be non-negative.’,’Error’);
set(handles.numb_ind,’String’,’0’);
elseif ind/round(ind)~=1
temp = num2str(round(ind));
set(handles.numb_ind,’String’,temp);
end
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% handles.numb_ind = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function numb_ind_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_ind (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function numb_res_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_res (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of numb_res as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of numb_res as
% a double
res = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
%checks to see if input is empty. if so, default to zero. If value is a
%double, then round to nearest integer.
if (isempty(res))
set(handles.numb_res,’String’,’0’);
elseif res < 0
errordlg(’Number of meta resistors must be non-negative.’,’Error’);
set(handles.numb_res,’String’,’0’);
elseif res/round(res)~=1
temp = num2str(round(res));
set(handles.numb_res,’String’,temp);
end
% handles.numb_res = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
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guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function numb_res_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to numb_res (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
% --- Executes on button press in compute_reliability.
function compute_reliability_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to compute_reliability (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
a = str2num(get(handles.trunc_text,’String’));
b = str2num(get(handles.numb_res,’String’));
c = str2num(get(handles.numb_cap,’String’));
d = str2num(get(handles.numb_ind,’String’));
e = str2num(get(handles.numb_volt,’String’));
f = str2num(get(handles.numb_curr,’String’));
g = str2num(get(handles.slider_time_text,’String’));
h = str2num(get(handles.slider_perf_text,’String’));
i = get(handles.mdl_model_name,’String’);
j = str2num(get(handles.exceptions_input,’String’));
k = str2num(get(handles.slider_input_text,’String’));
reliability = fau_inj_and_sim(a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k);
rel = num2str(reliability);
% need to convert the answer back into String type to display it
set(handles.reliability_disp,’String’,rel);
guidata(hObject, handles);
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% --- Executes on button press in press_help.
function press_help_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to press_help (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
help_msg = help_dialog_create();
msgbox(help_msg,’Electrical Circuits Reliability Tool’);
guidata(hObject, handles);
function trunc_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to trunc_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of trunc_text as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of trunc_text
% as a double
trunc = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
%checks to see if input is empty. if so, default to zero. If value is a
%double, then round to nearest integer.
if (isempty(trunc))
set(handles.trunc_text,’String’,’0’);
elseif trunc <= 0
errordlg(’Number of truncation levels must be positive.’,’Error’);
set(handles.trunc_text,’String’,’0’);
elseif trunc/round(trunc)~=1
temp = num2str(round(trunc));
set(handles.trunc_text,’String’,temp);
end
% handles.trunc_text = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function trunc_text_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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% hObject handle to trunc_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
% --- Executes on button press in open_plecs_libs.
function open_plecs_libs_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to open_plecs_libs (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Open the PLECS library and PLECS_meta_library used to build the circuit.
plecslib
open_system(’PLECS_meta_library’)
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in browse_file.
function browse_file_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to browse_file (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Launches file browser window.
[FileName,PathName] = uigetfile(’*.mdl’,’Select the .mdl file.’);
% Cuts out the file extension.
FileName = FileName(1:length(FileName)-4);
set(handles.mdl_model_name,’String’,FileName);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in create_new.
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function create_new_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to create_new (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Opens the blank untitled_meta_circuit.mdl file to begin building circuit
open_system(’untitled_meta_circuit’)
msgbox(...
’Re-save as a different file name before building new meta circuit.’,...
’Create New Meta Circuit’);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on button press in about_button.
function about_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to about_button (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% About box.
msg{1} = ’Created by: Frank Lam’;
msg{2} = ’flam2@illinois.edu’;
msg{3} = ’University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, 2009’;
msgbox(msg,’About’);
guidata(hObject, handles);
function exceptions_input_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to exceptions_input (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of exceptions_input as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of
% exceptions_input as a double
excep = str2num(get(hObject,’String’));
%checks to see if input is empty. if so, default to zero. If value is a
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%double, then round to nearest integer.
if (isempty(excep))
set(handles.exceptions_input,’String’,’0’);
end
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function exceptions_input_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to exceptions_input (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
% --- Executes on button press in exceptions_help.
function exceptions_help_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to exceptions_help (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
help_msg_exceptions = help_dialog_exceptions_create();
msgbox(help_msg_exceptions,’Exceptions Help’);
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes on slider movement.
function slider_input_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_input (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’Value’) returns position of slider
% get(hObject,’Min’) and get(hObject,’Max’) to determine range of
% slider
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%obtains the slider value from the slider component
sliderValue = get(handles.slider_input,’Value’);
%puts the slider value into the edit text component
set(handles.slider_input_text,’String’, num2str(sliderValue));
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function slider_input_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_input (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray background.
if isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,[.9 .9 .9]);
end
function slider_input_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_input_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints:get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of slider_input_text as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of
% slider_input_text as a double
%get the string for the editText component
sliderValue = get(handles.slider_input_text,’String’);
%convert from string to number if possible, otherwise returns empty
sliderValue = str2num(sliderValue);
%If user inputs something is not a number, or if the input is less than 0
%or greater than 1, then the slider value defaults to 0.25, 0.1, or 1.0
%respectively
if isempty(sliderValue)
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set(handles.slider_input,’Value’,0.25);
set(handles.slider_input_text,’String’,’0.25’);
sliderValue = 0.25;
elseif sliderValue < 0
set(handles.slider_input,’Value’,0.01);
set(handles.slider_input_text,’String’,’0.01’);
sliderValue = 0.01;
elseif sliderValue > 1
set(handles.slider_input,’Value’,1);
set(handles.slider_input_text,’String’,’1.0’);
sliderValue = 1;
else
set(handles.slider_input,’Value’,sliderValue);
end
% handles.slider_perf_text = sliderValue;
guidata(hObject, handles);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function slider_input_text_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider_input_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
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ECRT - results update.m
% Frank Lam
% 9/11/09
% UPDATED 10/18/09
% results_update.m
%
% This function takes the present state’s results and adds it to the
% overall results table in order to update it. It also updates the overall
% results that contain the ellipsoids bounding the i.c. of each Markov
% state.
%
% Inputs:
% results: results matrix without present state’s info
% pres_state: present state number
% trans_from: state transitioned from
% num_faults: number of faults occurring in this state
% cover: coverage of this state from fault
% fail_rate: (string) failure rate of most recent fault injected
% ellip_ic_results: results matrix without present state’s info
% present_ellip_ic_results: ellipsoid bounding i.c. of present state
%
% Outputs:
% updated_results: updated results matrix to include present state’s
% simulation
% updated_ellip_ic_results: updated ellipsoid bounding i.c. results
% matrix to include present state’s simulation
function [updated_results updated_ellip_ic_results] = results_update(...
results, pres_state, trans_from, num_faults, cover, fail_rate,...
ellip_ic_results, present_ellip_ic_results)% pres_state_results)
present_state = pres_state;
m = trans_from;
j = num_faults;
coverage = cover;
temp_fail_rate = fail_rate;
% present_state_result = pres_state_results;
% [x y] = size(pres_state_results);
% This updates the results matrix
% Present state number
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results(present_state,1) = present_state;
% Transition from which state?
results(present_state,2) = m;
% Number of faults in present state.
results(present_state,3) = j;
% Coverage of present state
results(present_state,4) = coverage;
% Stores the failure rate of failure appearing in this state.
results(present_state,5) = str2num(temp_fail_rate);
% This updates the ellipsoid results matrix that stores the present state’s
% voltage/current states for use as initial conditions for next state
ellip_ic_results(present_state) = present_ellip_ic_results;
% Readying for output
updated_results = results;
updated_ellip_ic_results = ellip_ic_results;
end
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ECRT - save results.m
% Frank Lam
% 9/28/09
% save_results.m
%
% This script compiles the data for the covered states, including the fault
% matrix, with the uncovered states. The output is then saved to an .xls
% file and .mat file.
%
% Inputs
% model_name: name of model
% results: compiled results of the covered states
% state_status: state status of the covered states
% fault_matrix: compiled fault matrix of the covered states
% p: solved markov model results
%
% Outputs:
% reliability: the reliability of the system
function reliability = save_results(model_name, results, state_status,...
fault_matrix, p)
% The variable states_results is placed here more to have all the computed
% data neatly available rather than to be used in the rest of the program.
% Column 1 - State number
% Column 2 - State Transitioned From
% Column 3 - Number of faults in State
% Column 4 - Coverage
% Column 5 - Failure Rate
% Column 6 - Operational status
% Column 7 - Probability at this state
% Grabbing the width of the results matrix (# columns)
len_results = length(results(:,1));
% Creating an empty states results matrix with all states present
states_results = zeros(length(state_status),7);
% Making the fault matrix bigger to include the uncovered states
full_fault_matrix = zeros(length(state_status),length(fault_matrix(1,:)));
for i = 1:length(state_status)
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% State number
states_results(i,1) = i; % 1st column
if (i <= len_results) % Compiling results for the covered states.
% State transitioned from
states_results(i,2) = results(i,2); % 2nd column
% Number of faults at present state
states_results(i,3) = results(i,3); % 3rd column
% Coverage
states_results(i,4) = results(i,4); % 4th column
% Failure rate of component that failed to reach this state
states_results(i,5) = results(i,5); % 5th column
% Copying full rows of fault matrix into the full fault matrix
full_fault_matrix(i,:) = fault_matrix(i,:);
else % Compiling results for the uncovered states.
% State transitioned from
states_results(i,2) = results(i-len_results+1,2); % 2nd column
% Number of faults at present state
states_results(i,3) = results(i-len_results+1,3); % 3rd column
% Coverage
states_results(i,4) = 1-results(i-len_results+1,4); % 4th column
% Failure rate of component that failed to reach this state
states_results(i,5) = results(i-len_results+1,5); % 5th column
% Copying full rows of fault matrix into the full fault matrix
full_fault_matrix(i,:) = fault_matrix(i-len_results+1,:);
end
% Compiling results for the covered/uncovered states.
% Operational (=1) or failed (=0) status
states_results(i,6) = state_status(i,1); % 6th column
% Grabs results/probability at time = sim_time
states_results(i,7) = p(size(p,1),i); % 7th column
end
% Computes the reliability by finding all the states where its status is
% operational and then summing the probabilities for those states.
reliability = 0;
for i = 1:length(state_status)
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if states_results(i,6) == 1;
reliability = reliability + states_results(i,7);
end
end
% Column headings for .xls output file.
column_headings = {’State’, ’State Transitioned From’,...
’Number of Faults’, ’Coverage’, ’Failure Rate’,...
’Operational Status’, ’Probability’};
% Writing results to .mat file.
save([model_name ’_results’], ’column_headings’, ’states_results’,...
’full_fault_matrix’, ’reliability’)
% Writing results to .xls file.
results_file = [model_name ’_results.xls’];
xlswrite(results_file, column_headings, ’Results’, ’A1’)
xlswrite(results_file, states_results, ’Results’, ’A2’)
xlswrite(results_file, {’Reliability’}, ’Reliability’, ’A1’)
xlswrite(results_file, reliability, ’Reliability’, ’A2’)
end
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ECRT - state ordering.m
% Frank Lam
% 9/1/09
% state_ordering.m
%
% When running simulation from the command line while storing the output in
% variables (i.e. [t x] = sim(model_name, time)), the ’x’ stores the state
% information. In order to keep the max/min values of the previous state
% stored in the correct order, the ’x’ states need to be ordered. Thus,
% when plucking state information after a simulation is called, we can
% arrange the ’x’ states in order from capcitors to inductors. Once
% ordered, we can continue the analysis and store the information in the
% correct columns of the results matrix.
%
% Inputs:
% mod_name: Name of model
% num_cap: Number of capacitors in system
% num_ind: Number of inductors in system
%
% Outputs:
% ordered_states_matrix: sequence of states desired and the indices
% where its state information is stored
% 1st column: component number. Capacitors then inductors only.
% 2nd column: index that component number will appear in sim output
function ordered_states_matrix = state_ordering(mod_name, num_cap, num_ind)
num_cap_ind = num_cap + num_ind;
% Initializing the matrix to store the component number and the indices
state_ordering_mat = zeros(num_cap_ind, 2);
for i = 1:num_cap_ind
state_ordering_mat(i,1) = i;
end
temp_path = [mod_name ’/Circuit’];
state_space_order = plecsedit(’get’, temp_path, ’StateSpaceOrder’);
counter = 1;
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% Start with searching for Meta_capacitors’ indices
% This searches the States for the Meta_capacitor index.
for i = 1:2:length(state_space_order.States)
if strcmp(’Circuit/Meta_capacitor/C1’, state_space_order.States(i))
% Once path is found, stores the index and breaks out
state_ordering_mat(counter, 2) = i;
counter = counter + 1;
break
end
end
% This searches the States corresponding to the rest of the Meta_capacitors
% for the corresponding indices
for j = 1:num_cap-1 % Traverses rest of the capacitors that have #s in name
temp_string = [’Circuit/Meta_capacitor’ num2str(j) ’/C1’];
for i = 1:2:length(state_space_order.States)
if strcmp(temp_string, state_space_order.States(i))
% Once path is found, stores the index and breaks out
state_ordering_mat(counter, 2) = i;
counter = counter + 1;
break
end
end
end
% Now onto searching for Meta_inductors’ indices
% This searches the States for the Meta_capacitor index.
for i = 1:2:length(state_space_order.States)
if strcmp(’Circuit/Meta_inductor/L1’, state_space_order.States(i))
% Once path is found, stores the index and breaks out
state_ordering_mat(counter, 2) = i;
counter = counter + 1;
break
end
end
% This searches the States corresponding to the rest of the Meta_capacitors
% for the corresponding indices
for j = 1:num_ind-1 % Traverses rest of the inductors that have #s in name
temp_string = [’Circuit/Meta_inductor’ num2str(j) ’/L1’];
for i = 1:2:length(state_space_order.States)
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if strcmp(temp_string, state_space_order.States(i))
% Once path is found, stores the index and breaks out
state_ordering_mat(counter, 2) = i;
counter = counter + 1;
break
end
end
end
ordered_states_matrix = state_ordering_mat;
end
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ECRT - state ordering results.m
% Frank Lam
% 9/2/09
% state_ordering_results.m
%
% This .m file takes the matrix of indices where the order of the states is
% desired (capacitors then inductors) and arranges it in the correct order
% to be analyzed.
%
%
% Inputs:
% num_cap: Number of capacitors in system
% num_ind: Number of inductors in system
% x: states of system grabbed from the sim command
% ordered_states_array: sequence of states desired and the indices
% where its state information is stored
% 1st column: component number. Capacitors then inductors only.
% 2nd column: index that component number will appear in sim output
% present_fault_array: current fault sequence into components
%
% Outputs:
% sim_out_ordered: correctly ordered state results
function sim_out_ordered = state_ordering_results(num_cap, num_ind, x,...
ordered_states_array, present_fault_array)
j_len = length(x(:,1));
sim_out_ordered = zeros(j_len, num_cap+num_ind);
for i = 1:length(ordered_states_array)
if present_fault_array(1,i) == 3
sim_out_ordered(:,i) = x(:,ordered_states_array(i,2)+1);
else
sim_out_ordered(:,i) = x(:,ordered_states_array(i,2));
end
end
end
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ECRT - trunc level search.m
% Frank Lam
% 8/12/09
% trunc_level_search.m
%
% This .m file searches through the results matrix and returns the first
% and last states for the particular truncation level desired. This search
% defines the bounds for the previous truncation level so that the current
% truncation level can be computed simply by injecting faults into the
% non-faulted components of the states in the previous truncation level.
%
% Inputs:
% results: matrix containing the results
% trunc_level: truncation level of bounds to look for (# of faults)
%
% Outputs:
% bounds: 1x2 array where 1st entry is the first state and the 2nd
% entry is the last state of the truncation level
function bounds = trunc_level_search(results, trunc_level)
results_len = length(results(:,1));
index1 = 0;
index2 = 0;
for i = 1:results_len
if results(i,3) == trunc_level % Found trunc_level!
index1 = i;
for j = i:results_len
if results(j,3) == trunc_level
index2 = j;
else
% Returns if next state is not desired trunc_level
bounds = [index1, index2];
return
end
end
% The next two lines return states after reaching end of ’results’
bounds = [index1, index2];
return
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end
end
% Returns bounds = [0, 0] if can’t find trunc_level
bounds = [index1, index2];
end
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Appendix B
Case Study Results
RLC circuit case study results
Table B.1 shows the RLC circuit case study results.
Table B.1: RLC circuit results
State Number
State Transitioned of Coverage
Failure Operational
Probability
From Faults
Rate Status
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.99880072
2 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
3 1 1 1 0.00002 1 9.98951 · 10−5
4 1 1 0.4375 0.00003 1 6.55561 · 10−5
5 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
6 1 1 0.833333333 0.00002 1 8.32459 · 10−5
7 1 1 0.7125 0.00003 1 0.000106763
8 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
9 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
10 1 1 0.375 0.00003 1 5.6191 · 10−5
11 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
12 1 1 0.6875 0.00002 1 6.86779 · 10−5
13 1 1 0.75 0.00003 1 0.000112382
14 3 2 1 0.00001 1 2.49825 · 10−9
15 3 2 0.75 0.00002 1 3.74738 · 10−9
16 3 2 1 0.00003 1 7.49475 · 10−9
17 3 2 0 0.00001 0 0
18 3 2 0 0.00002 0 0
19 3 2 0.609375 0.00003 1 4.56711 · 10−9
20 3 2 0 0.00001 0 0
21 3 2 1 0.00002 1 4.9965 · 10−9
22 3 2 1 0.00003 1 7.49475 · 10−9
23 4 2 0 0.00001 0 0
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Table B.1 continued
State Number
State Transitioned of Coverage
Failure Operational
Probability
From Faults
Rate Status
24 4 2 0.833333333 0.00002 1 2.73246 · 10−9
25 4 2 0.4625 0.00003 1 2.27477 · 10−9
26 4 2 0 0.00001 0 0
27 4 2 0 0.00002 0 0
28 4 2 0.1875 0.00003 1 9.22206 · 10−10
29 4 2 0 0.00001 0 0
30 4 2 0.375 0.00002 1 1.22961 · 10−9
31 4 2 0.4375 0.00003 1 2.15181 · 10−9
32 6 2 0 0.00001 0 0
33 6 2 0.5 0.00002 1 2.08188 · 10−9
34 6 2 0.85 0.00003 1 5.30878 · 10−9
35 6 2 0 0.00001 0 0
36 6 2 0.375 0.00002 1 1.56141 · 10−9
37 6 2 0.5625 0.00003 1 3.51317 · 10−9
38 6 2 0 0.00001 0 0
39 6 2 0.85 0.00002 1 3.53919 · 10−9
40 6 2 0.85 0.00003 1 5.30878 · 10−9
41 7 2 0 0.00001 0 0
42 7 2 1 0.00002 1 5.34001 · 10−9
43 7 2 0.4375 0.00003 1 3.50438 · 10−9
44 7 2 0 0.00001 0 0
45 7 2 0 0.00002 0 0
46 7 2 0.375 0.00003 1 3.00376 · 10−9
47 7 2 0 0.00001 0 0
48 7 2 0.5 0.00002 1 2.67001 · 10−9
49 7 2 0.5875 0.00003 1 4.70588 · 10−9
50 10 2 0 0.00001 0 0
51 10 2 0.609375 0.00002 1 1.71267 · 10−9
52 10 2 0.1875 0.00003 1 7.90462 · 10−10
53 10 2 0 0.00001 0 0
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Table B.1 continued
State Number
State Transitioned of Coverage
Failure Operational
Probability
From Faults
Rate Status
54 10 2 0.4875 0.00002 1 1.37013 · 10−9
55 10 2 0.4 0.00003 1 1.68632 · 10−9
56 10 2 0 0.00001 0 0
57 10 2 0.1875 0.00002 1 5.26975 · 10−10
58 10 2 0.375 0.00003 1 1.58092 · 10−9
59 12 2 0 0.00001 0 0
60 12 2 1 0.00002 1 3.43509 · 10−9
61 12 2 0.375 0.00003 1 1.93224 · 10−9
62 12 2 0 0.00001 0 0
63 12 2 0.833333333 0.00002 1 2.86258 · 10−9
64 12 2 0.55 0.00003 1 2.83395 · 10−9
65 12 2 0 0.00001 0 0
66 12 2 0 0.00002 0 0
67 12 2 0.1875 0.00003 1 9.6612 · 10−10
68 13 2 0 0.00001 0 0
69 13 2 1 0.00002 1 5.62106 · 10−9
70 13 2 0.4375 0.00003 1 3.68882 · 10−9
71 13 2 0 0.00001 0 0
72 13 2 0.833333333 0.00002 1 4.68422 · 10−9
73 13 2 0.6 0.00003 1 5.05896 · 10−9
74 13 2 0 0.00001 0 0
75 13 2 0 0.00002 0 0
76 13 2 0.375 0.00003 1 3.16185 · 10−9
77 1 1 1 0.00001 0 4.997 · 10−5
78 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
79 1 1 0.5625 0.00003 0 8.43244 · 10−5
80 1 1 1 0.00001 0 4.997 · 10−5
81 1 1 0.166666667 0.00002 0 1.66567 · 10−5
82 1 1 0.2875 0.00003 0 4.30991 · 10−5
83 1 1 1 0.00001 0 4.997 · 10−5
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Table B.1 continued
State Number
State Transitioned of Coverage
Failure Operational
Probability
From Faults
Rate Status
84 1 1 1 0.00002 0 9.994 · 10−5
85 1 1 0.625 0.00003 0 9.36938 · 10−5
86 1 1 1 0.00001 0 4.997 · 10−5
87 1 1 0.3125 0.00002 0 3.12313 · 10−5
88 1 1 0.25 0.00003 0 3.74775 · 10−5
89 3 2 0 0.00001 0 0
90 3 2 0.25 0.00002 0 1.24913 · 10−9
91 3 2 0 0.00003 0 0
92 3 2 1 0.00001 0 2.49825 · 10−9
93 3 2 1 0.00002 0 4.9965 · 10−9
94 3 2 0.390625 0.00003 0 2.92764 · 10−9
95 3 2 1 0.00001 0 2.49825 · 10−9
96 3 2 0 0.00002 0 0
97 3 2 0 0.00003 0 0
98 4 2 1 0.00001 0 1.63948 · 10−9
99 4 2 0.166666667 0.00002 0 5.46492 · 10−10
100 4 2 0.5375 0.00003 0 2.64366 · 10−9
101 4 2 1 0.00001 0 1.63948 · 10−9
102 4 2 1 0.00002 0 3.27895 · 10−9
103 4 2 0.8125 0.00003 0 3.99623 · 10−9
104 4 2 1 0.00001 0 1.63948 · 10−9
105 4 2 0.625 0.00002 0 2.04935 · 10−9
106 4 2 0.5625 0.00003 0 2.76662 · 10−9
107 6 2 1 0.00001 0 2.08188 · 10−9
108 6 2 0.5 0.00002 0 2.08188 · 10−9
109 6 2 0.15 0.00003 0 9.36844 · 10−10
110 6 2 1 0.00001 0 2.08188 · 10−9
111 6 2 0.625 0.00002 0 2.60234 · 10−9
112 6 2 0.4375 0.00003 0 2.73246 · 10−9
113 6 2 1 0.00001 0 2.08188 · 10−9
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Table B.1 continued
State Number
State Transitioned of Coverage
Failure Operational
Probability
From Faults
Rate Status
114 6 2 0.15 0.00002 0 6.24563 · 10−10
115 6 2 0.15 0.00003 0 9.36844 · 10−10
116 7 2 1 0.00001 0 2.67001 · 10−9
117 7 2 0 0.00002 0 0
118 7 2 0.5625 0.00003 0 4.50563 · 10−9
119 7 2 1 0.00001 0 2.67001 · 10−9
120 7 2 1 0.00002 0 5.34001 · 10−9
121 7 2 0.625 0.00003 0 5.00626 · 10−9
122 7 2 1 0.00001 0 2.67001 · 10−9
123 7 2 0.5 0.00002 0 2.67001 · 10−9
124 7 2 0.4125 0.00003 0 3.30413 · 10−9
125 10 2 1 0.00001 0 1.40527 · 10−9
126 10 2 0.390625 0.00002 0 1.09786 · 10−9
127 10 2 0.8125 0.00003 0 3.42534 · 10−9
128 10 2 1 0.00001 0 1.40527 · 10−9
129 10 2 0.5125 0.00002 0 1.4404 · 10−9
130 10 2 0.6 0.00003 0 2.52948 · 10−9
131 10 2 1 0.00001 0 1.40527 · 10−9
132 10 2 0.8125 0.00002 0 2.28356 · 10−9
133 10 2 0.625 0.00003 0 2.63487 · 10−9
134 12 2 1 0.00001 0 1.71755 · 10−9
135 12 2 0 0.00002 0 0
136 12 2 0.625 0.00003 0 3.2204 · 10−9
137 12 2 1 0.00001 0 1.71755 · 10−9
138 12 2 0.166666667 0.00002 0 5.72516 · 10−10
139 12 2 0.45 0.00003 0 2.31869 · 10−9
140 12 2 1 0.00001 0 1.71755 · 10−9
141 12 2 1 0.00002 0 3.43509 · 10−9
142 12 2 0.8125 0.00003 0 4.18652 · 10−9
143 13 2 1 0.00001 0 2.81053 · 10−9
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Table B.1 continued
State Number
State Transitioned of Coverage
Failure Operational
Probability
From Faults
Rate Status
144 13 2 0 0.00002 0 0
145 13 2 0.5625 0.00003 0 4.74277 · 10−9
146 13 2 1 0.00001 0 2.81053 · 10−9
147 13 2 0.166666667 0.00002 0 9.36844 · 10−10
148 13 2 0.4 0.00003 0 3.37264 · 10−9
149 13 2 1 0.00001 0 2.81053 · 10−9
150 13 2 1 0.00002 0 5.62106 · 10−9
151 13 2 0.625 0.00003 0 5.26975 · 10−9
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Dc system case study results
Table B.2 shows the dc distribution system case study results.
Table B.2: Six-bus dc distribution system results
State Number
State Transitioned of Coverage
Failure Operational
Probability
From Faults
Rate Status
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.999886606
2 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
3 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
4 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
5 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
6 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
7 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
8 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
9 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
10 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
11 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
12 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
13 1 1 1 0.00003 1 5.39969 · 10−6
14 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
15 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
16 1 1 1 0.00003 1 5.39969 · 10−6
17 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
18 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
19 1 1 1 0.00003 1 5.39969 · 10−6
20 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
21 1 1 1 0.00002 1 3.5998 · 10−6
22 1 1 0.933333333 0.00003 1 5.03971 · 10−6
23 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
24 1 1 1 0.00002 1 3.5998 · 10−6
25 1 1 1 0.00003 1 5.39969 · 10−6
26 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
27 1 1 1 0.00002 1 3.5998 · 10−6
28 1 1 1 0.00003 1 5.39969 · 10−6
29 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
30 1 1 1 0.00002 1 3.5998 · 10−6
31 1 1 1 0.00003 1 5.39969 · 10−6
32 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
33 1 1 1 0.00002 1 3.5998 · 10−6
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Table B.2 continued
State Number
State Transitioned of Coverage
Failure Operational
Probability
From Faults
Rate Status
34 1 1 1 0.00003 1 5.39969 · 10−6
35 1 1 1 0.00001 1 1.7999 · 10−6
36 1 1 1 0.00002 1 3.5998 · 10−6
37 1 1 1 0.00003 1 5.39969 · 10−6
38 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
39 1 1 1 0.00001 0 1.7999 · 10−6
40 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
41 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
42 1 1 1 0.00001 0 1.7999 · 10−6
43 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
44 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
45 1 1 1 0.00001 0 1.7999 · 10−6
46 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
47 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
48 1 1 1 0.00002 0 3.5998 · 10−6
49 1 1 0 0.00003 0 0
50 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
51 1 1 1 0.00002 0 3.5998 · 10−6
52 1 1 0 0.00003 0 0
53 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
54 1 1 1 0.00002 0 3.5998 · 10−6
55 1 1 0 0.00003 0 0
56 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
57 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
58 1 1 0.066666667 0.00003 0 3.5998 · 10−7
59 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
60 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
61 1 1 0 0.00003 0 0
62 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
63 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
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Table B.2 continued
State Number
State Transitioned of Coverage
Failure Operational
Probability
From Faults
Rate Status
64 1 1 0 0.00003 0 0
65 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
66 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
67 1 1 0 0.00003 0 0
68 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
69 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
70 1 1 0 0.00003 0 0
71 1 1 0 0.00001 0 0
72 1 1 0 0.00002 0 0
73 1 1 0 0.00003 0 0
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